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PREFACE

One readily recognizes that the Thirteen College Curriculum
Program (TCCP) sponsored by ISE is not a TACTICS program. The
institutions, however, participating in TCCP all are members of the
TACTICS consortium as well as participants in the Management
Information System (MIS) Program. Over the past three years, MIS
has sponsored several workshops aimed at improving the manage-
ment procedures in small colleges and universities. During these
workshops, the question which frequently arises is, "what is the
impact of major curricular programs on the management of the in-
stitution." It is the considered judgment of the MIS Directorate that
this question cannot be properly addressed unless one first has a
thorough understanding of the perceptions, motivations, and at-
titudes of the students which the institution serves. One should rl-
ways keep in mind that the institution exists for the students and
not vice versa. It is the responsibility of the management of the in-
stitution to provide the environment which enables the faculty to
stimulate the learning experience for the student. This is not to say
that the sole province of the faculty is the class room. Effective and
efficient institutional management is the responsibility of both the
faculty and the staff. Just as the faculty person must organize, and
present the lesson plan, then administer it to it's clientele, so must
the institution's administration develop the plans both long and
short range for the institution which enables the teaching-learning
experience to be perpetuated.

Over the past ten years, the evolution of the Thirteen College
Curriculum Program as a basic educational approach has taken
place. In excess of thirty (30) colleges and universities participat-
ing in the MIS program have utilized the TCCP approach. It would
be extremely poor planning for any of these institutions to develop
new management procedures and techniques without taking into
consideration the impact of the TCCP on its graduating seniors.
After all, the end result of four or more years of the teaching and
administering to a student the synthesis of the management and
academic "game plan" which results in the credentialing of the
student. The analysis which Parmeter has performed in this evalua-
tion yields excellent human indicators which any college manage-
ment should take into consideration as it organizes and restruc-
tures the thrust of its academic environment. For example, fully



one third (1/3) of the senior students participating in the TCCP
came from families with less than $3,000 annual income. Eighty
percent (80%) of the total respondents indicated that they would
pursue degrees beyond the Bachelors after graduation. This type
of information should be extremely valuable to the institution's
long-range planners. Such information should indicate that certain
elements of the plan should provide a mechanism which perpetu-
ates those motivational factors stimulating the student to go
beyond the Bachelors, while at the same time taking into con-
sideration the ability of the student to pay.

If we couple two other additional findings of this report we may
also be able to formulate a role of the institution based on some
perceptions of what students want from their higher education ex-
perience. In one finding for example, the increase of students ma-
joring in business and science was clearly on the "up swing."
Another finding indicated that though the majority of the students
felt that the attendance at these institutions would provide an ex-
perience which focused on the "black experience" they also, felt
that the colleges should "prepare students for jobs so that they
could work for change within the American system." A very clear
mandate therefore, to an institution endeavoring to focus on a key
role for itself would be to shape its academic offerings to fit the
societal demand for jobs. What the majority of the students seem to
be saying is that if an institution cannot provide the educational ex-
perience which ultimately results in a JOB, what good is it. Such
indicators, anyone may argue are vital to institutions endeavoring
to stay on course with the mandates handed them by the larger
society. As one might suspect, the "steady as she goes" approach
of the late fifties and early sixties is no longer appropriate for the
decade of the seventies and eighties. The socio-economic de-
mands of the times put increased pressures on students to be in-
ventive and to perform in an extremely complex and highly techni-
cal world. Any institution must be able and willing to meet this de-
mand by providing the best possible programs. This report is but
one example of the kinds of informed research which should be
utilized by the institutions' management in charting a course for
it's academic, administrative and support programs. No institution
may be effectively operated without some sense of the students
which they serve.
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FOREWORD

This report is a comprehensive descriptive study of black
graduating seniors in predominantly and historically black
colleges.

The report is divided into three parts:

I. Overview and Selected Findings

II. Introduction and Design

III. Results and Interpretation

The reader is invited, from the study, to make his own discov-
eries.

In general, the study reports the positive outcomes of the thir-
teen college curriculum program. It implies that long-range gains
can be made by black students who are in an innovative cur-
riculum intervention program during their freshman year. In-
directly, the results of the study indicate the positive outcomes of
ISE's recurring summer and winter faculty Development efforts
with freshmen instructors on student growth and development.
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Overview
This is a report on some student impact results of the Thirteen

College Curriculum Program (TCCP). The TCCP is a major effort in
intervention and reform in the higher education of black
Americans generated in predominantly black colleges. The goals
were to reduce attrition rates by improving the quality of instruc-
tion at freshman and sophomore levels of college. Earlier reports
dealt with attrition data.* The strategy was threefold:

1) To develop an entire freshman year of instruction includ-
ing all courses (English, mathematics, social science,
biological science, physical science) and half of a
sophomore year with courses in humanities and philoso-
phy. The courses would reinforce one another by operat-
ing out of a common set of instructional strategies
emphasizing smaller classes, more intense student learn-
ing activities (versus the basic lecture approach) and a
focus on college level content and concepts to develop
basic skills.

2) To have teachers work together across different institu-
tions on the development of instructional strategies and
curriculum materials in residential eight and six week
summer workshops, and try them out in their classrooms,
and obtain feedback during the following year and sum-
mers on what worked and what did not. A third force, an
independent non-profit research and development agen-
cy, managed the workshops, gave consistent leadership
in the development, editing and publication of teacher-
made curriculum materials and took major responsibility
for quantitative evaluation efforts.

3) To place 100 students initially on a large enough number
of campuses to avoid campus-specific factors at one or
two sites from stopping the effort. Thirteen campuses

First Four Years of The Thirteen-College Curriculum
Program: 1967-1971.

1
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were the start-up group including public, private, large
and small schools spreading across eleven states. The
students were enrolled totally in the experimental fresh-
man year and their progress compared to students enter-
ing at the same time.

The initial efforts and the kinds of results reported here are
responsible for the fact that 41 schools have now been involved in
the effort.

It should be made clear, however, that we are still involved in
trying to replicate these initial findings in a much larger group of
institutions.

Summary of Major Findings

In the body of the report, the findings in each area are first
presented as a composite picture, followed by a diw;ussion of the
comparative differences between the three previously identified
groups of seniors. The following selected findings are major
themes derived from these areas:

The seniors tended to be first-generation college gradu-
ates, the majority of whose parents had not completed
high school. Ninety percent of the students were from
southern black families whose median income was half
that of the average college student's family. For TCCP
students, these factors were heightened, with even lower
income (1/3 under $3,000) and lower education levels.

Limited financial backing was a constant factor in the
probability of students reaching graduation. Many
families evidenced determination to have their child con-
tinue, 50 percent of the families contributing half the stu-
dent's financial support. However, nearly all students at-
tended college in their home state, and at schools where
the cost was less expensive. Scholarships and loan
money were restricted by limited endowments and low
state and federal funds for black universities. Two-thirds

2
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of the students worked throughout their senior year, the
number limited by restricted job opportunities in the local
communities.

As a group, seniors who had their initial college ex-
perience in the TCCP had higher grade-point averages
than did seniors who did not have such initial ex-
periences. While women had, as a group, higher GPA's
than did men among the non-TCCP students, more males
held the higher positions among TCCP students.

Across all students, the greatest degree of non-academic
participation was in two areasstudent government and
community servicewith 1/3 of the students having par-
ticipated in each of these areas. TCCP students were dis-
tinguishable from non-TCCP's by the greater extent of
their participation. What participation there was in
specialized areas such as writing and drama was mainly
confined to former TCCP students, these experiences
being remininscent of such in-class activities during their
freshman-sophomore years.

While 80 percent of the seniors indicated they would pur-
sue at least one degree beyond the bachelor's, only 20
percent were actively making application to graduate
school, the majority of students having immediate plans
of getting employment. A greater number of TCCP stu-
dents were making application for graduate school.

While majors such as education and religion had tradi-
tionally heavy enrollments at these colleges, among
these seniors increased number majored in business and
science. By comparison with the non-TCCP students,
there were fewer TCCP education majors, but more ma-
jors in medicine, law, the arts, and humanities.

50 percent of the seniors professed ambivalent feelings
about the personal satisfaction gained from attending
their particular college. The consensus was that it had

3
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helped them achieve personal goals, but they were un-
sure that they would attend the same school, were they to
begin again.

This same ambivalence was reflected in the non-TCCP
seniors' recollections of their freshman year. While they
saw it as a positive contributor to their personal growth,
such as confirming their ability to do college work and
improving their study skills, 66 percent felt the year was
rigid and impersonal; 75 percent would not have had the
rest of their college experience be like that. The former
TCCP students had a more positive view of the freshman
year, not only in its contribution to personal growth, but
also as a model for other years.

As seniors, the TCCP students exhibited significant
differances in perceptions of classroom instruction dur-
ing their freshman year, when compared with percep-
tions of non-TCCP seniors. The TCCP students felt the
faculty actually had tried out different approaches and
materials, had tried to relate instruction to the student's
frames of reference, had used an interactive, student-
oriented teaching style, and had encouraged students to
contribute to the success of the class by exchanging
views with their peers.

TCCP students interpreted their later college ex-
periences in the regular curriculum as less positive than
did the non-TCCP students who had not initially ex-
perienced the innovated program.

Counseling services are fairly recent additions to many
black campuses and in many instances are not yet an in-
tegrative part of the average student's life. This was
reflected among non-TCCP students, with less than 50
percent ever having seen a counselor about any con-
cern. The TCCP program included the counseling ser-
vice as an important function, and as a consequence
more than 56 percent of the seniors had at some time

4
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seen a counselor about personal problems, 69 percent
had seen one for financial problems, and 52 percent had
taken part in small-group sessions.

The seniors felt that they should have been given greater
responsibility for the structure of their education and the
conduct of theft college lives. 78 percent felt they should
be allowed to participate more in decision-making in
such areas as course content and the evaluation of
faculty, and that they should have control of their off-
campus lives. 69 percent believed that what colleges
mostly did was to improve one's income. TCCP students
differed in degree rather than in kind with the seniors in
general. While feeling more strongly about an issue such
as control of their off-campus lives, the TCCP's were less
extreme in their view that the college served mostly to im-
prove one's income, rather stressing the intrinsic value of
the experience.

Part of the attitudes of the seniors are endemic to the
time and circumstancesa crossroads for young
Blacksand part of ther attitudes reflect common
symptoms of college studentsthe tendencies to
debunk and to show ambivalence and incongruities in at-
titudes. For example, 75 percent felt their education was
as good as that of whites, but fewer were sure it better fit-
ted their needs than that received at a white institution.
The majority felt that more of the college experience
should focus on the black experience, but 80 percent felt
black colleges should prepare students for jobs so they
could work for change within the American system. The
majority felt that half or more than half of the students
would be black in their "most desirable college", but also
felt Blacks should attend black colleges. TCCP students
differed from these views only in the degree to which they
were held, such as being more supportive of attending
schools with a large majority of blacks enrolled.
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As they appraoched graduation, the seniors were confi-
dent that they would graduate, had confidence in their
ability to learn, still believed hard work paid off and that
despite disadvantages they would succeed, based on a
confidence in their capability to deal with situations they
would encounter. The TCCP students felt most positive
about this relationship with their environment.

As might be expected, the students generally desired a
greater role in college governance and decision-making
than they felt they actually had. Only in the area of stu-
dent discipline did the desired role show any significant
actual match with real student involvement. As far as in-
volvement in determination of academic content, in deci-
sions about faculty promotion, admission, and gradua-
tion requirement, these seniors felt they had had only in-
formal consultation or virtually no role. Three points must
be made. First, many students agreed that their own col-
lege was making some initial steps to increase student
participation in its decisions, although too late to affect
them. Second, students desired the most in-depth par-
ticipation in areas where they felt they had real concerns,
such as the selection of courses, rather than in all univer-
sity concerns. Third, rather than seeking control of such
areas, the majority of seniors felt their actual role should
be in the "voting rights" to "formal consultation" domain,
with university and student agreement that this meant
more than lip-service to such titles.

Self conceptually, the seniors generally held positive
feelings, but to some degree these feelings were strongly
"other-directed", such as in a need for "understanding"
and a desire not to violate social norms. Most of the stu-
dents felt quite certain about who they were ("identity"),
and more than two-thirds felt that their chances for suc-
cess in the future were above average. Academically, the
students tended to rate themselves highly on general
items (school ability, etc.), but these self-ratings
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decreased as the items tended toward actual course-per-
formance (with the lowest self-ratings occurring in the
course-related areas of math and science). The TCCP
group comparatively showed a tendency to rate them-
selves higher on academic items and lower on items rel-
ated to social-anxiety traits than did the non-TCCP stu-
dents. These results represented a desired program
effect.

7
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Introduction

There can be no doubt about the historical contribution of the
black colleges and universities to the general advancement of
black people in this society. Serving as a vehicle for black intellec-
tual development, a repository for black history and culture, and
the only realistic means by which black youth might obtain
degreed status, these institutions have provided leadership to the
entire segregated educational system designed for Blacks. As re-
cently stated by the Carnegie Commission for Higher Education
(From Isolation to Mainstream, February, 1971):

The colleges founded for Negroes are both a source of pride
to blacks who have attended them and a source of hope to
black families who want the benefits of higher learning for
their children. They have exercised leadership in developing
educational opportunities for young blacks at all levels of in-
struction, and, especially in the South, they are still regarded
as key institutions for enhancing the general quality of the
lives of black Americans.

Historically, the problems these institutions faced merely to
survive were severe, but the last decade with its increasing move
toward desegration has intensified them even more. The black col-
leges must now compete with higher educational institutions in
general if they are to remain viable. In their case, viability means
more than increased educational offerings; it must also include
programmatic solutions to curriculum and instructional develop-
ment such as greater emphasis on student-oriented materials and
the avoidance of what Martin Trow (1966) suggests as the pitfall of
"grading the diversity between students rather than teaching for
it." And given the economic status of the students' parents (50 per-
cent of the students who entered in 1967 had family incomes of
less than $4000 per year; Parmeter, 1970), viability also implies
finding a means to diminish the problem of the student's economic
survival vis-a-vis his educational survival. As the following pages
will demonstrate, the black institutions continue to serve a distinct
population of youth who, because these colleges provided oppor-
tunity and support, have become a national asset. But the students
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who reached graduation four years after they entered college
represent less than 30 percent of their original number. Although it
is not intended to suggest that every student who begins any given
college should graduatesome will drop out because college is
not to their interests, others because they lack academic skill or
motivationthe inability to keep a greater percentage of students
in college until graduation is representative of the problems black
colleges face.

In part the problems are similar to those facing higher educa-
tional institutions in general, and in part the problems are related
to the unique conditions which formed the basis for the initial
organization and continuing existence of black institutions of
higher education. As part of higher education in general, predomi-
nantly black colleges are faced with a need for reform of their cur-
ricular and instructional programs. Higher education has simply
not caught up with the following situations:

a) Society is changing at an ever increasing rate and par-
ticipation in that society demands greater skills, more
capability to deal with ambiguity and solve problems, and
more assertiveness on the part of its members.

b) Knowledge is vastly enlarged and fragmented.

c) The individual personality is confronted with a far more
difficult task in finding "core" self and the means by
which to integrate the mass of experience.

While all institutions of higher learning are faced with mounting
costs and limited revenues, the predominantly black colleges face
this financial squeeze from a far more dire position. The students
and their families are poor creating the necessity of keeping costs
of tuition, room and board low and of devoting large proportions of
operating funds to financial aid. Their relative level of endowment
is low, and although the Federal government has provided some
much needed support, in many cases the funds are allocated to
areas other than those of greatest need, or results on the basis of
matching requirements in further draining academic operating
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resources. The students entering the predominantly black institu-
tions bring with them persistence, desire, and anticipation, but
they bring these traits in combination with the results of a less than
adequate public educational experience, an acquiescent and reti-
cent learning style, and a host of self-doubts. The combination of
these and other problems facing black higher education suggests
the necessity of both immediate developmental program efforts
and the intensive study of the participants, processes, and results
of such efforts.

The Thirteen-College Curriculum Program, as well as other
related programs supported by the Institute for Services to Educa-
tion (ISE), is an attempt to come to grips with a number of these
problems both directly and indirectly. Directly, the Program is con-
fronting the problems pertaining to curricular and instructional
development based upon some assumptions about the needs of
students in order to succeed in college and later, in society, and
some assumptions about how these needs are met through
materials, teaching efforts, and classroom conditions. The plan is
relatively simple: 1) concentrate efforts on the first two years of
college, 2) provide a central program structure including an iden-
tifiable program staff, administration, counselingessentially a
"college within a college" approach, 3) develop the learning ex-
perience around integrative "thematic"course areas, 4) organize
the classroom structure and the presentation of materials to
emphasize student participation, discussions, and problem solv-
ing, 5) take immediate pressure off of finding a single "right"
answer and rote memorization of facts while pressing the process
of "inquiry" and out-of-class practice of such behavior, 6) provide
the teachers with time and reward for creating and organizing
materials for this learning strategy and devising complementary
teaching styles, and 7) recycle the whole process each year on the
empirical basis of what works and from what is learned by the pre-
vious experience. More indirectly than directly, the Program is
confronting the need to expand proven efforts from the small ex-
perimental base into the entire college structure. Similarly, issues
concerning student financial aid, other student support services,
institutional organization and management, and inter-institutional
cooperation are being introduced and considered as an outgrowth
of Program experience.
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Obviously, the underlying ideas are easier to state than the
program is to develop on the individual campuses. In addition,
there are a number of other programs on these predominantly
black campuses which are directed toward the same problems, but
which differ in strategy and organization. And finally, the colleges
generally lack adequate information on which to base decisions
about their program efforts and allocation of resources. Therefore,
the other major emphasis of the Thirteen-Ccillege Curriculum
Program (and related program efforts) is to develop and provide in-
formation, research, and evaluation pertaining to the colleges and
their students upon which future rational decisions and develop-
ment can be based.

This monograph, similar to other ISE Research Reports, has a
dual purpose in this area of research and evaluation. First, an effort
is made to present comprehensive descriptive data pertaining to
black higher educationin this case, the characteristics, achieve-
ments, experiences, and attitudes of a large sample of seniors who
were approaching graduation in the spring of 1971. Second, the
presentation provides the basis for comparison between groups of
students who differed with respect to their initial college ex-
perienceone identifiable group of students participated in the
Thirteen-College Curriculum Program during their freshman and
sophomore years, another group participated in the regular col-
lege program but was followed closely by ISE as a longitudinal
"control" group for comparison to the Thirteen-College group, and
yet another group who also particpated in the regular college
program was included to act as a check on the representativeness
of the smaller "control" group at this particular stage in college.

Nationally, a great deal of time, effort, and financial resources
have been applied to the task of describing and assessing those
who go to college and why, how the college student performs
academically, wpat he thinks about himself, his experiences, and
general issues of the day, and what factors seem to predict or
describe his success and ultimate graduation from college (See,
for example, Astin, 1966-71, Sanford, 1962, Lehmann and Dressel,
1963, Feidman and Newcomb, 1969). However, little of this atten-
tion has been devoted to students attending the predominantly
black colleges and universities. The most comprehensive recent
study, Negro Higher Education in the 1960's (Jaffe, Adams, and
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Meyers, 1968), most closely resembles the scope of student studies
conducted in white colleges, but with the exception of their data
pertaining to admissions, recruitment, and financial aid obtained
from college officials, the study is based entirely on survey data
from relatively few colleges and students within colleges. Bayer
and Boruch (1969) attempted to partial out the results pertaining to
balck students entering both predominantly white and black in-
stitutions in 1968 from the national survey of entering freshmen
conducted yearly by the American Council on Education. Morgan
(1970) looked at the black ghetto student but this study followed no
specific design and did not consider the predominantly black col-
lege student specifically. Egerton (1969) conducted a survey of the
enrollment patterns of Blacks in state universities throughout the
country including 17 predominantly black institutions which are
described as a separate category, but the information obtained
from the institutions is of a very limited nature. In addition to the
above, larger studies, a host of smaller studies have considered
specific research questions related to black students under
different conditions of education or by different types of educa-
tional institutions. In general, all of these studies suffer from a
number of considerations; sample sizes are small, the data usually
have no longitudinal base, and the questions under consideration
are necessarily narrow.

As an effort to alleviate the paucity of information surrounding
the student in the predominantly black college, ISE, beginning with
students entering college in the Fall of 1967, initiated a com-
prehensive longitudinal study of the students entering 13 predomi-
nantly black institutions (see Figure 1). The study design provided
for both cross-sectional comparisons of students at various points
in time with particular emphasis on their progress in relation to the
kind of entering college program in which they had participated,
and longitudinal comparions of student growth, change, and sur-
vival in college. The objective was to gather data which both com-
prehensively described the students and continuously followed
their progress through college to graduation. The general
research design and the characteristics of the students who en-
tered these 13 institutions in 1967 are described at length in a pre-
vious ISE Research Report (Parmeter, 1970). The longitudinal
design, of which this study is a part, has a number of desirable
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characteristics; 1) the sample sizes are relatively large, 2) the col-
leges are representative of predominantly balck colleges in
general, 3) much of the individual student data is continuous over
four years, 4) each assessment point included a broad range of
student data including test results, achievement data, background
and experience data, attitudinal data, and personality data, and 5)
all of the major questions being addressed have the underlying
support of multiple checks for consistency and accuracy such as
direct observations, documentary evidence (e.g., student
transcripts), independent on-site visitations, and the standard
research estimations of reliability and statistical significance.

This study of the descriptive and comparative attitudes, ex-
periences, achievements, and backgrounds of predominantly
black college seniors in combination with other studies of these
same students marks the end of the first phase in this longitudinal
design. An entering to exit base-line of data has been established
for use in both judging the progress of groups of students who
began college after 1967 and addressing the initial effectiveness of
the Thirteen-College Curriculum Program. In general, the entering
norms for these students provided the following descriptive
characterizations:

women comprised a majority of the entering students

one-half the students came from small towns or rural
areas

their families were poor

one-half of the students' parents had less than a high
school education

the students preferred a college setting where more than
50 percent of the enrollment was Black

the students were highly motivated to complete college

most of the students aspired to achieve at a level above
the middle of their class and pursue a professional career
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their entrance examination abilities fell about one stan-
dard deviation below the national norm, but their non-
verbal scores fell at the middle of the adult national
norms

the students had certain self-doubts about their ability to
succeed in college, but perceived themselves as average
to above average on academic abilities in relation to
peers

students indicated a high need for "understanding" and
a desire not to violate social norms

comparatively, the Thirteen-College students came from
poorer, less educated family backgrounds, but were simi-
lar to the regular college students in most other ways

The comparative assessment of the students' educational
achievement over the four years period indicated that the Thirteen-
College Program students were far less likely to drop out, that they
performed at least as well as and in some cases significantly better
than the regular students on tests, that they achieved slightly better
grades, and that they showed more positive personality and self
concept development.

Content of the Senior Questionncure, 1971

The data summarized in the following pages were collected
by means of a fourteen page, self-administered questionnaire (in-
cluded in the appendix) which was distributed late in the 1971
Spring term to most seniors approaching graduation in the thirteen
participating colleges. The predominantly multiple-choice format
included 451 variables divided into fifteen general areas of interest.
Some of the items included were of continuing interest in that they
had been previous sources of data on students followed by ISE
since they entered college in 1967, but the instrument was
designed to essentially stand alone for purposes of describing
graduating seniors. The thematic sections of the questionnaire in-
cluded:
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1. General and Background Information

2. College Background and Future Plans

3. College Grades

4. Financing of College Education

5. Non-Academic Achievements

6. Satisfaction with College

7. Attitudes toward Freshman Year

8. Attitudes toward Counseling

9. Continuing Attitudes toward Instructional Experiences

10. General Attitudes toward Higher Education

11. Attitudes toward Black Colleges

12. Feelings of Control over Environment

13. Actual and Desired Student Role in College Policy

14. Areas of Self Concept

15. Attitudes toward the Questionnaire

The General and Background Information section includes
questions designed to provide a look at the students' previous ex-
periences and socio-demographic circumstances. Items were con-
cerned with high school and family background, previous pre-col-
lege and within-college program experiences, and personal
'characteristics (age, marital status, sex, etc.).

Items included in the College Background and Future Plans
section covered conditions surrounding entrance into college,
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housing while in college, concentration of .studies and vocational
or graduate school plans, highest academic degree expected, and
plans immediately following graduation. In addition to just the stu-
dent's expectations, items were included for assessing the degree
to which the student was following the appropriate steps necess-
ary to accomplish these expectations-aspirations.

College Grades were self-reported on a nine-point scale mov-
ing from a "D" average (1.49 or less on a four-point scale) to an
"A" average (3.80 to 4.00) for major area of study, minor area of
study, and cummulative grade-point-average. Previous studies
have demonstrated that self-reported grade-point-averages are
highly reliable and valid when included in the context of a general
questionnaire (see Maxey and Ormsby, 1971). However, ISE is in-
dependently collecting grades from the participating institutions
and further checks on the accuracy of self-reported grades will be
conducted.

The Financing of College Education contained items con-
cerning total college-related indebtedness to various sources,
amount of money earned during summers and school years while
in college, amount of hours worked during college, and an over-
view of the proportional financing of college from various sources
(not included in this report due to the cumbersome nature of the
data).

Non-Academic Achievement in college is increasingly
becoming recognized as a predictor of future success at least
equal to that of college grades (see Wallach and Wing, 1969, and
Hoyt, 1966). Irrespective of the methodological issues and conflict-
ing results, it is logically consistent to conclude that these impor-
tant areas of accomplishment are the source of practical ex-
perience and the pre-conditioners of future behavior. The ques-
tionnaire included items which assessed the students' involvement
or recognition in the areas of student government and political ac-
tivity, art, community service, writing, drama and forensics, music
and dance, science, academic groups, and athletics. These ac-
complishments were also summarized into a single scale of non-
academic achievements.

Satisfaction with College included items concerned with the
student's overall feelings about his experiences in the college at-
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tended and the probability of his attending that college again had
he the choice.

The student's initial experiences in college has a powerful
effect on both his chances of completing his college education
and the manner in which he perceives his continuing college ex-
perience. In the Attitudes toward Freshman Year section items
were concerned with how the student felt about these initial ex-
periences: the degree of impersonality of the institution, the
difficulty encountered in courses, the contribution of these ex-
periences to a sense of self-confidence, the degree to which these
experiences contributed to rational decisions about future college
work, and the nature of classroom conduct and instruction.

Attitudes toward Counseling were included to provide a basis
for assessing the effectiveness of college counseling programs
across several areas such as personal problems, financial aid,
academic advice, and developmental meetings with other stu-
dents. The response format was constructed to look at both the fre-
quency of use of counseling services as well as the perceived
nature of the interaction.

The most extensive section of the questionnaire was con-
cerned with Continuing Attitudes toward Instructional Experience.
In this section, which considered various aspects of classroom in-
struction, the students were asked to indicate the degree of
truthfulness or falsity of a statement as it applied to their freshman,
sophomore, and combined junior and senior years respectively.
The statements addressed teaching practices, expected student
behaviors, course materials, and course content. In the design of
this section, the real concern was not with factual accuracy per se
(although the results for any given item at a particular time period
for all respondents, in all probability, adequately factually repre-
sents the existing state), but rather with how students initially per-
ceived things, and then, how these perceptions changed in accor-
dance with continuing experiences. Take for example the idea of
student discussion in the classroom. If, considering two different
groups of students, one group of students initially participated in
classes clueing which a high level of student discussion was ex-
pected and the other group participated in classes in which it was
a practice for the teacher to lecture and only respond to formally
raised questions, then during the junior and senior year when the
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two groups of students were participating in the same classes, it
would be expected that the former group should perceive the level
of discussion as lower than the latter group, irrespective of the ac-
tual degree of discussion.

In terms of General Attitudes toward Higher Education, the
respondents were asked to rate as to their extent of agreement or
disagreement a number of items concerning the general practices
and processes of higher education. The items included such areas
as student maturity, the rights of college officials to regulate stu-
dent behavior, the role of college in an individual's life, how col-
lege might be improved, who should be admitted to college, and
general teaching practices.

The students' Attitudes toward Black Colleges were based on
the same responding procedure as the previous section. In

general, the items were designed to tap the students' feelings
about the adequacy of their experience as compared to students
attending predominantly white institutions, the type of college
and its racial compositionthat black students should attend, the
way the college curriculum should be organized, who should
teach and what should be taught in black colleges, and the role of
the black college in the cause of black advancement.

Included as a part of all ISE questionnaires are a series of
items pertaining to Feelings of Control over Environment. In
general, they attempt to get at the degree to which the respondent
feels that things outside of his control influence what happens to
him. Some of the items were part of the base-line Colman report
(Equality of Educational Opportunity, 1966) such as "Good luck is
more important than hard work for success." Several similar items
were added to more specifically deal with success or accomplish-
ment in school. To each of these items, the respondent was asked
to indicate his agreement or disagreement on a five-point scale.

The Actual and Desired Student, Role in College Policy sec-
tion was composed of a series of parallel items in which the stu-
dent was asked to indicate on a continuum moving from "control"
to "little or no role" the degree to which he felt students should
have a say and the degree to which, at his institution, they did have
a say over the following areas: faculty appointment and promotion,
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undergraduate admissions policy, course content, student dis-
cipline, and bachelor's degree requirements.

Given individual differences in background and personality
as related to degree of exposure, success and failure in various
areas such as interpersonal interactions, classroom experiences,
and specific social opportunitystudents develop a variety of self
perceptions. These Areas of Self Concept are particularly impor-
tant agents in the formal, as well as continuing, educational pro-
cess. They have implications to the degree to which an individual
will expose himself to a given potential task, they have shown to be
highly relatedto actual performance, and given a prior knowledge
of their relative strength or weakness they provide the basis for
more rational curricular and instructional planning. For these
items, the respondent was asked to rate himself (as compared to
other peers) on a series of traits or abilities using a five-point con-
tinuum moving from "much below average" to "much above
average." Most of these items have been a part of ISE's continuing
assessment of students.

The respondents' Attitudes toward the Questionnaire were in-
cluded to provide evidence concerning the degree to which the
questionnaire was accurately completed and the degree to which
the questionnaire adequately covered the important aspects of
their college career.

Subjects of the Study

The Senior Questionnaire, 1971 was completed by 2,448 stu-
dents representing three different entering groups on each of the
thirteen participating college campuses.

The Thirteen-College Curriculum Program students,
numbering 327, who enrolled in college in Fall, 1967 and
in 1971 were in their senior year.

The "1967" control students, numbering 312, who also
enrolled in college in the Fall, 1967, and who were
selected at that time as comparison students to be
followed year by year.
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The "1971" control students (indicated as "other" in the
tabular data presentations), numbering 1,809; these stu-
dents were expected to graduate in June, 1971 and were
selected for this study in order to increase the represen-
tativeness of results and broaden the comparative base;
no previous data had been gathered about these stu-
dents.

The "1971" control students were included in order to provide
a larger base upon which to ground the resulting statistics. In
reality, these students more clearly represent the "average" stu-
dent than do either the "1967" control students or the Thirteen-
College Program students. The "average" student is less likely to
be a senior four years after entering college (more than 35 percent
of the "1971" control students entered college before 1967); the
"average" student is more likely to have transfered from another
college (slightly more than 20 percent of the "1971" control stu-
dents began college at a different institution); while in all cases the
senior approaching graduation is more likely to be female, the
likelihood is less for the "average" student (about 60percont of the
"1971" control students and the Thirteen-College students).
However, this last fact should not be construed as either a result of
program experience or as a change in the proportional representa-
tion according to sex. The results by sex appear simply to be due
to the fact that the women students tend to finish sooner than men
students (the same percentage of "1971" control students who en-
tered college in 1967 were women as in the other groups, that is,
about 70 percent). It is also important to note that the proportional
representation of men to women in the "1971" control students is
approximately the same proportion of men to women who entered
college in 1967 in these thirteen colleges (about 60 percent female,
40 percent male).

Combined, the three groups of students represent about fifty
percent of the total number of students approaching graduation on
these campuses. However, in terms of the students who actually
began college in 1967, the proportional representation across the
groups is quite different. Only about one-third of the students who
began college in 1967 as regular college students (similar for both
the "1967" and the "1971" control students) were present as
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seniors approaching graduation in the Spring, 1971. By com-
parison, slightly more than fifty percent of the Thirteen College
Program students were present as seniors approaching gradua-
tion. While the exact effect of this differential on the following data
cannot be measured, it should be considered a potential factor in
the case of observed differences. Indeed, it is a central hypothesis
that a program designed to re-orient the classroom and the enter-
ing college experience of students should be reflected in both at-
titudes and differential attrition rates.*

To summarize the above discussion, the three groups of stu-
dents do differ on some important, overt dimensions:

1) The Thirteen-College Curriculum Program students
represent a greater proportion of the total number of stu-
dents which entered college in 1967 as compared to both
the "1967" and the "1971" control students; they have
had a different initial exposure to college via their
program participation; they include a higher proportion
of women students than the "1971" control group; unlike
the "1971" group, they all began college at the same in-
stitution in which they are presently enrolled.

2) The "1967" control students are similar to the Thirteen-
College group in terms of proportion of women students;
they, too, all began their college at the same institution in
which they were completing their degree and they all
began in 1967; unlike the Thirteen-College group and
similar to the "1971" control group, proportionately fewer
of them were present in their senior year.

3) The "1971" control students are most representative of
the "average" black college graduate; they tend to take

'Another ISE research report will deal primarily with the question of attri-
tion and performance in black colleges based on a study of official stu-
dent transcripts, and will serve to further explore the effectiveness of the
Thirteen-College Curriculum Program in moving students on to gradua-
tion,
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longer to reach their senior year, especially in the case of
men students.; they are more likely to have transferred
from another institution, but the final proportional repre-
sentation of men to women is similar to the yearly enter-
ing college representations.

The importance of these outward differences is related to the
comparative strategy involved in ISE's longitudinal research
design. As indicated, the data is to serve two primary purposes: 1)
to increase the overall understanding and awareness of the black
college student and provide baseline data for continuing study,
and 2) to serve as a means for evaluating the effect of a major in-
novation in the entering college experience for students in black
colleges and provide the basis for more rational program develop-
ment on the individual campuses.

Therefore, the groups together insure an adequate represen-
tation of the characteristics of black college seniors approaching
graduation. Comparison between the "1967" control students and
the "1971" control students will provide an estimate as to the
representativeness of the smaller "1967" group for the longitudinal
comparisons with the Thirteen-College group. It is expected that in
most respects the "1967" and the "1971" groups will be similar,
with the possible exception of academic achievement and major
field of study (based on the earlier completion of studies in the
"1967" group). If this assumption holds trueas the following
results do suggestthen comparison with the Thirteen-College
students can be based upon the most accurate "regular" college
group. In most cases, this will be the "1967" and the "1971" groups
combined, but in areas where these two groups differ (such as
achievement), the comparisons can be based on a more rigorous
test using only the "1967" control sample.

Representativeness of the Data

No formal sampling procedures were used in selecting either
the participating colleges or the senior students included in this
study. Therefore, the degree to which these results are applicable
to seniors approaching graduation across the range of predomi-
nantly black colleges and universities can only be inferred from
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the apparent characteristics of the colleges included in the study,
or by independent comparison of student background data from
this study with that of other nonparticipating institutions. Similarly,
the degree to which the overall results or comparisons can be
generalized to any given college in the study group can only be in-
ferred from the proportion of students responding at the institution
as well as by the degree to which the institution individually corres-
ponds to the overall student background information.

In considering the general representativeness of these institu-
tions, some of the factors which would seem on the surface to be
important are: 1) geographical location, 2) size of institution (total
enrollment and size of the senior class), 3) type of institution
(public or private), 4) highest degree offered and 5) length of ser-
vice to the black community (that is, when founded). Table I shows
the characteristics of the colleges included in this study. Based
upon just the overt descriptions of the institutions, it is clear that
they include a broad cross-section of black colleges and univer-
sities. The institutions are located in 11 different states; the only
southern states not represented are Arkansas, Kentucky, and West
Virginia. The schools are almost equally split between public (7)
and private (6) institutions. Seven offer only a bachelor's degree
and six offer degrees through the master's. The range in total
enrollment moves from about 600 students to almost 10,000 stu-
dents with an average enrollment somewhere between 3,000 and
4,000 students. All but one of the institutions are more than fifty
years old.

In terms of student representativeness, Table I also shows the
total number of seniors at each institution who began college in
1967 and who are included in this study. It is apparent that the
representation of seniors in this study is quite adequate for eight of
the institutions (65 percent or more included), and only one institu-
tion is extremely low in representation. Those institutions which
are less well represented are, for the most part, larger schools and

The data included in this study has been separated into comparable
results for each participating institution. The analysis of between college
differences will be the basis for a future ISE research report..
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more urban in their setting. Both ofthese factors have a history of
delimiting direct student-data-gathering efforts. However, com-
parison of the background and socio-economic data in this study
to the original norming data gathered on these students during the
fall of 1967 (Parameter, 1970) indicates that there are no severe
differences between the two groups. This in combination with the
large sample size included in this study, would suggest that the
data have substantial applicability to the individual colleges in the
study group.

Presentation of the Data

In the pages that follow, each of the thematic sections of the
questionnaire will be summarized in terms of the actual results.
These summaries will cite and discuss those elements of the data
which, on the surface, seem to be the most important and illustra-
tive. In order to add a degree of cohesiveness to the enormous
amount of data, interpretation will be built into the summary of
results for each section.

In presenting the data, each section begins with results per-
taining to the general characteristics of all of the students,
differentiated by sex where appropriate. This general discussion
then is immediately followed by a second discussion concerning
the comparative differences between the three program groups
the "1971" control group, the "1967" control group, and the Thir-
teen-College Curriculum Program (TCCP) group. The discussion
and interpretation of results for both the general characteristics
and the comparative differences will be supported by graphic
representations of the results by total respondents and by sub-
groups. In some instances, reference will be made to other data,
resulting from the study, which was not included in this repot in
either graphic or tabular form due to space constraints.

While the purpose of this report was not to deal directly with
questions of a longitudinal nature, some of the sections of the
questionnaire asked the student to take a retrospective
longitudinal look at his or her college career. Other questionnaire
items are identical to those asked of the Thirteen-College and the
"1967" control groups on several occasions beginning in the fall of
1967. Preliminary analysis of these continuing items using the en-
tering Fall, 1967 data and the comparable Senior Questionnaire,
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1971 data has been completed. Although the longitudinal con-
siderations will be the subject of a future ISE report, some of these
longitudinal findings add power to the interpretation of this study's
data and will be cited where appropriate.
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PART THREE



General and Background Information

Overall Characteristics. For most college students, gradua-
tion from college is an important step in achieving a higher status
in society. For the young Black graduating from the predominantly
black college, obtaining his diploma will not result in as many
doors being opened to him as to his white counterpart, but as com-
pared to his parents, the distance he has traveled is great. As might
well be expected, the backgrounds of these students are varied,
but the predominant pattern is primarily composed of past poverty
and segregation. The following list suggests the most salient
characteristics of the students viewed as a whole.

The majority of students (about two-thirds) are of normal
college-graduation age-20 or 22 years oldbut a nota-
ble number of students are 25 or more years old (this may
in part be due to returning veterans).

Slightly more than twenty percent of the students are
married and half of this number are supporting a family.

The place of their birth and the source of their previous
education is overwhelmingly the traditional South and for
the most part they attended college in their home state
(more than 90 percent of the students were born and
raised in Alabama,' Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Virginia, or Texas)

They are more urban than rural in their background; bet-
ter than fifty percent of the students come from towns
over 50,000 in population, but less than ten percent come
from .suburbs.

The public school system they attended was overtly or
covertly segregated (86 percent attended all-black high
schools) which in many cases meant that it was small (38
percent from graduating classes of less than 100).
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Their parents varied in level of educational accomplish-
ment; about eight percent had graduated from college,
but the majority of parents had not completed high
school and more than a third of the mothers and 20 per-
cent of the fathers had no more than a grade school
education.

The median family income was between $4,500 and
$5,500 for the previous year, just about one-half that of
the average college student family income.

The parent's occupations reflect the cause of this lower
income level; more than fifty percent of the fathers, if
employed, held, at best, semi-skilled jobs while less than
eight percent were employed at any professional level;
the mothers were less likely to be employed (42 percent
unemployed), but of those that were, 20 percent worked
as domestics and about 14 percent worked in educa-
tional fields.

Out of these facts a fairly clear pattern seems to emerge. Due

both to poverty and disadvantaged educational background, the
students continue their education near home at the one type of in-
stitutionthe black collegewhich offered a recourse to them.
Given the background characteristics of this group of students, it
is to their credit that they moved to graduation, but it is also not
surprising to find that the,final numbers at that point were only
about one-third of the original entrants.

In moving toward the goal of college education, one important
question is to what degree special program help or involvement
supported these students' educational efforts either prior to col-
lege entrance or during college. Obviously out of this sample, a
fairly large proportion (15 percent) had participated in the Thir-
teen-College Curriculum Program, and the results of this participa-
tion are clearly shown by the higher continuance rate. But what of
other programs related to youth of disadvantaged backgrounds?

Including the Thirteen-College Program, 55 percent of
the students indicated that they had participated in some
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program and about ten percent of the students had par-
ticipated in more than one program.

Of the programs identified for the students, the greatest
number of the students indicated that they had partici-
pated in the Neighborhood Yough-Corps (11.9 percent),
followed by Upward Bound (4.6 percent)

More than one percent of the students had participated in
one of the following programs: Health Careers, Student
Exchange, Intensive Summer Studies Program, and Man-
power Development.

Given the relatively large participation in such programs, it
seems clear that effortslargely of federal originare supportive
of the attempts of young Blacks to continue .their Education. While
not all of the programs were specifically directed toward educa-
tional ends, they all included some educational or enrichment
components. With no further evaluation of these programs, it does
seem that they helped to improve existing conditions.

Comparative Results. Two comparative differences between
the three groups seems of particular importance and central to
other data included in this section. First, as compared to both of
the control groups, the TCCP students come from decidedly more
disadvantaged backgrounds. Second, as compared to the TCCP
students and the "1967" control students, the "1971" control stu-
dents take longer to graduate from college, and thus, tend to be
older and are more likely to be married. A third obvious difference
is the level of special pre-college or college program participation,
but these differences are spurious in the sense that by definition
TCCP students all participated in a special program, while the
other groups similarly included about fifty percent of the students
who had participated in special programs.

Figure II shows the percent of students by the different groups
at the various family income ranges. This graphic interpretation
clearly demonstrates the higher level of poverty and lower mean
family income of the TCCP students. While the two control groups
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are fairly evenly distributed between $2000 and $10,000 family in-
come, the TCCP students include more than one-third who came
from families with less than $3000 per year income and more than
two-thirds who came from families with income less than $5000 per
year. This dissimilarity between the TCCP students and the other
two groups (who are generally homogeneous in family back-
ground) is apparent in several obvious corollaries. Their fathers
have less education; both their mothers and fathers reflect poorer
employment status; and a much larger percentage of TCCP stu-
dents come from families in which there was a mother only. The im-
portance of these differences is only to accentuate the point that
poverty is not an a priori barrier to progressing educationally if
educational institutions: 1) provide the opportunity of entrance,
2) focus educational programs on student strengths rather than
penalizing students for their entering weakness, and 3) support
low income students with work-free financial aid during the first
two years of college.

One other difference should be touched upon. In the area of
special program participation, the TCCP students include a large
number of students who had participated in the Upward Bound
programs (183 percent as compared to only about two percent for
the control groups). This difference is important in two ways. First
it reflects an initial commitment of the TCCP program to concen-
trate on enrolling low income "disadvantaged" students and pro-
viding these students with an educational program which would
enhance their continuation in college. Secondly, it could be
argued that these larger numbers of remaining Upward Bound stu-
dents may be reflected in other comparative results such as
achievement and attitude. The designers of the TCCP program
hope that this is true, especially because it would mean that they
have been at least partially successful in constructing an educa-
tional career ladder conducive to continuance. Such a ladder is
not as readily present in the regular college programs.

College Background and Future Plans

Overall Characteristics. Given the socio-economic back-
ground of these students, it is not surprising to find that while they
have survived to complete or nearly complete their undergraduate
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education, it takes a large proportion of them longer to graduate
than the institutionally-prescribed four years. Irrespective of the
delay, most of these students aspire to further education and
degrees. But whether these aspirations for many of the students
form real expectations and become reality remains to be seen. In

many wayswith the exception of number of opportunities and ex-
tent of financial resourcesthis situation appears to hold true for
most college graduates.

Part of the aspiration to go to graduate school for most stu-
dents is composed of the recognition that they have survived one
step and that continuation and more degrees means even greater
status and reward. Against this desire are weighed the known
costs paid in attending college to achieve the bachelor's degree
which for most students is measured in more than just financial
terms. Beyond the struggle for financial survival and its concomi-
tant drain on human resources are the prices exacted in tedium
and regimentation found in many college'programs. In addition,
historically, the opportunities for further education for black stu-
dents have been limited by a pattern of racial exclusionthe result
of which contributes to an underlying attitude of self-defeat.

B TCCP

1967 Control Gp

O 1971 Control Gp

Total

BA MA Specialist PhD MD,DDS,DV Law

Figure III. Percent of Students by
Highest Academic Degree Expected
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Therefore, it does not seem unreasonable to suspect that conti-
nuance for many students will be based upon either the
necessities of job continuation (such as in teaching) or a set of uni-
que, positive circumstances in the undergraduate program which
would make the struggle for continued education a rewarding
possibility.

All but 20 percent of the students indicated that they would
pursue at least one degree beyond the bachelor's. Figure III shows
the distribution of students by group according to the highest
academic degree expected. About fifty percent of the students in-
dicated they would attempt a master's degree and 15 percent indi-
cated they would try for a Ph.D. or equivalent degree. In addition,
11 percent indicated a specialist's degree between the master's
and doctoral level. Two percent of the students indicated a medi-
cal degree and three percent marked a law degree.

Compared against these aspirations, however, only 20 per-
cent of the students indicated immediate attendance in graduate
school the next fall, and this estimate of attendance is supported
by the number of students actually in the process of making ap-
plication at the time the questionnaire was administered (68 per-
cent of the students indicating a higher degree had made no ap-
plication and only 17 percent indicated that they had been ac-
cepted -at one or more graduate institutions). By comparison, the
largest majority of students indicated that they would either "get a
job" (26 percent) or "enter a profession" (38 percent, mostly in
teaching).

The data pertaining to immediate future plans cited above
seems to be in agreement with the students' major fields of study.
As those results imply, there is a large move to enter into employ-
ment. As seen in Figure IV, classification by major shows the
largest student percentage in education (26 percent, mostly ele-
mentary) followed by businesspersuasive fields (21 percent). Of
the more traditional college major fields, social science and
religion were most frequently indicated (20 percent), then science
(12 percent), followed by arts and humanities (10 percent). All other
fields combined included less than 10 percent of the students.

In general, this distribution of major field follows historical
precedent in black higher education, but also suggests trends for
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the present and future. Traditionally, the black colleges have pro-
duced mainly majors in education and in religionprimarily
because these were fields left to Blacks as part of segregation.
Most fields were almost exclusively filled by the white majority.
Even with coming integration there is a large, although declining,
demand for black teachers and ministers in the South, and this de-
mand is largely met by the predominantly black colleges. On the
other hand, federal and judicial pressure in combination with in-
creasing black aspirations have led to a larger opportunity in other
fields, especially business. Employers from national and regional
firms are attempting to increase the number of Blacks in profes-
sional and managerial positions, partially due to the pressure of
equal employment opportunity clauses, partially due to increased
awareness of black economic potential and buying power, and
partially due to the recognition of black business talent emerging
from these colleges. These forces are apparent in the number of
students selecting business majors.

But of special interest are the rather large proportions of stu-
dents emerging from social sciences, science, and arts and
humanities majors. Part of the social science percentage is the tra-
ditional religion interest, but part of it must be due to the increasing
vocal and intellectual black concern ,with social problems and
social organization which is clearly apparent in a latter section of
this report. The increase in science majors reflects both the in-
creased demand for scientific talent and the ability of the colleges
to pri,duce the level of training necessary for graduates to enter
scientific and business fields, or to be accepted to graduate school
in this academic field; potentially, the increased opportunity in
medical fields will enlarge this choice even more. The relatively
large number of students majoring in arts and humanities is par-
tially due to opportunities to teach in these - .areas in secondary
school (also true for the previously-mentioned area), but it also
suggests that the colleges are increasing their educational oppor-
tunities in these areas to complement the growing recognition of
black writing, music, and art. It is in these latter three areas of stu-
dent majors that the contribution to culture and intellect should ap-
pear in the future, and the increase represents a major trend in the
liberalizing of the colleges' curricula.
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Table II shows the comparative percentages by major fields
for students graduating from all colleges and universities na-
tionally and from the 13 black institutions included in this study.
While the black colleges show higher percentages of students in
fields traditionally considered as their primary curricula (par-
ticularly education), it is also clear that these differences are not
large. In fact, the overall comparative balance between major
fields for both groups is quite similar. These percentage com-
parisons support the conclusion that black colleges are broaden-
ing their curriculum and improving the access of black students
into fields from which they were formerly excluded either by lack of
educational opportunity or by explicit segregation.

TABLE II

Major Fields of Students Graduating from College Nationally
Compared to Students Graduating from 13 r)redominantly Black

Colleges (in percentages)

Major Field

Colleges'
Nationally

Black2
Colleges

Education Fields 21 26

Social Science Fields 23 20

Business Fields 13 22

Science and Math Fields 12 12

Agricultural Fields 1 1

Health Fields 3 1

Arts and Humanities Fields 15 10

Engineering Fields 6 2

All Other Fields 6 6

'Based upon 796 070 students graduating between July t969 and June 1970 'Source Earned 0,..?grees Conferred 1969-70

National Center for Educational Statistics U S 0 E 19701

Based upon 2294 graduating seniors from 13 representative black colleges in 1971
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Comparative Results. There is a significant difference bet-
ween the three groups of students in terms of their aspirations
toward graduate degrees. In examining the percentages (see
Figure III) it can be seen that there is little difference between the
two control groups, and they generally reflect the overall results.
However, there are some important differences exhibited by the
TCCP group. Not only are their aspirations higher in general, they
show important trends toward law and medicine. In addition, the
TCCP group shows significantly more follow-through in pursuing
these aspirations. Thirty percent of the TCCP students indicate
graduate school immediately following graduation (as compared
to only 20 percent of the control groups), and almost one-half of
those TCCP students who aspire to a graduate degree arc actively
pursuing admission as compared to only 30 percent of tne control
groups.

There are also notable, significant differences in the resulting
student majors by group. Only 13 percent of the TCCP students
selected majors in education as compared to 17 percent for the
"1967" control group and 29 percent for the "1971" control group.
This pattern is almost the reverse for the social science major.
Both the TCCP and the "1967" controls were higher in science ma-
jors (14 percent) as compared to the "1971" controls (10 percent).
The TCCP group was also higher in arts and humanities majors (14
percent) as compared to both of the control groups (about nine
nercent).

These results help demonstrate some of the differences bet-
ween the TCCP program and the regular programs. The TCCP stu-
dents are more deeply immersed in the liberal arts from a participa-
tive as well as a course standpoint than are students in the regular
programs. They are not pushed so rapidly into making major field
choices, and so have time to explore, as well as concentrate study
in broader areas of concern. Their higher aspirations and greater
follow-through with regard to graduate education may partially be
a function of the positive reward inherent in the program's pursuit
of expression, method, and ideas. As later results will demonstrate,
the TCCP students were more deeply involved in the "doing" of
their education, and more broadly exposed to all Areas of intellec-
tual activity. When all of this is added to the much higher continua-
tion rates for TCCP students, it stands as a forceful argument for
altering the context of education more toward the TCCP model.
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College Grads

Overall Characteristics. Innumerable predictive studies have
demonstrated that college grades are "normalized" similarly for in-
dividual institutions (that is, they show the same range, central ten-
dency, and distributive characteristics), but differ between groups
both within and.across institutions. These general tendencies hold
for the seniors responding to this questionnaire, as exemplified by
the following observations.

The grade-point-averages in all cases range from a "C-"
average to a straight "A" average (given minimum
averages for graduation, this range would be expected).

On a cumulative basis (an average of all college grades),
75 percents of the students fall between a "C+" and a
"B" average.

In general, women achieve somewhat better grades than
men students; this also corresponds to national tenden-
cies and reflects probably more efficient study habits and
somewhat easier fields of study (women load highly into
education fields, men tend to load higher into math and
science).

By the time the students reach the senior year, the range of
grade performance has already been notably truncated by the pro-
cess of attrition. Nevertheless, as shown on Figure V, the students
at this point do reflect a wide range of achievement in a very nor-
mal distribution. Judging by other entering college characteristics,
this distribution includes some students who are performing high-
er than would be predicted. And similarly, some students have dis-
continued their education, when based on past performance and
ability they would have been expected to continue. Although not a
new idea, it would seem that the challenge to higher education is
one of constructing programs which allow all students to find the
motivational keys to positive involvement in academic life while
providing that all students pursue their educatio; from points of
strength and existing ability.
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Comparative Results. Figure V shows the comparative
achievement across the different groups on a cumulative basis.
While the distributions for all of the groups appear similar, careful
inspection of the graphed percentages reveals that there is a
definite rank,order in achievement, with the TCCP group the high-
est, followed by the "1967" control group, with the "1971" control
group the lowest. All of the groups have approximately the same
mode, but the TCCP group crosses from the inside to the outside
of the curve at this point.

Part of these results are attributable to grades received during
the freshman and sophomore years. In comparing the groups on
major field performance, the differences between the TCCP group
and the "1967" control group disappear, but both of these groups
achieve at a superior level to the "1971" control group. It could be
argued that the better achievement in the TCCP group on a
cumulative basis was a function of easier grading practices while
they participated in the program. It is true that many less TCCP stu-
dents were dropped from college due to low performance in the
first two years, but as pointed out in other studies, this seems to be
the result of better instruction, classroom interaction, and
materials rather than differences in grading practices. In any event,
these achievement results are positive from the TCCP program
standpoint particularly because they represent adequate perfor-
mance over a More heterogeneous population of students. The
lack of difference in the major field grades is partially explained by
competing with a reduced, more highly motivated group of stu-
dents, and partially explained by the fact that TCCP students made
a rather radical transition in moving from the program into the
regular college experience. (This point is clearly demonstrated at a
later point in this report dealing with continuing student percep-
tions of their education.)

In looking at the different group performance by sex, another
potential program difference seems to lie at the highest levels of
student achievement. In the TCCP group a notable number of men
students perform at the top achievement levels as compared to the
control groups while the same is not true among the women stu-
deWs. Although not clearly documented, it has been argued that
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black women for historical reasons are more'likely to assert them-
selves in academic circumstance3 than men. Given these present
findings, it may be possible that part of this imbalance was due to
the conditions surrounding the learning experience rather than the
academic aspects themselves. It is true that in the TCCP program
all students are expected to voice their views and opinions and
challenge and debate the ideas of others, leading to study and
research as a process of resolution of difference. These are impor-
tant activities for which the students are rewarded. Under these
conditions, it may be that the historical tendencies are somewhat
nullified to allow the emergence of each individual to more nearly
approximate his or her capacity. Whether or not this program
structure explains student achievement remains to be more for-
mally tested, but it is true, and will be demonstrated that the TCCP
students, and noticeably the male students, did show leadership
and non-academic achievement beyond the levels of the control
groups.

Financing a College Education

Overall Characteristics. There were several points which pro-
vide the context for a discussion of financing the cost of an educa-
tion in a predominantly black college. First, as has already been
made apparent, the students largely come from poor families. In
order to attend college at all, many of them have only the option of
attending a college within commuting distance from home or
where the combined cost of fees for tuition, room and board is low.
Second, because of the historical as well as present purpose of
these colleges to provide a continuing educational alternative for
black students, the cost to the student for his education must be

kept low and the colleges must commit a large portion of their
general fund to financial aid. Third, the colleges do not have the
usual resources of most colleges; they have been, if public, less
well funded by the states, or if private, by nature of the community
they serve have much smaller endowments. Fourth, as with all in-
stitutions, they are presently caught in a wage-price spiral, with lit-
tle hope of increasing revenues.

The result of this context is a vicious circle encompassing
both student and institution. Because most sources of financial aid
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funds are federal (NDSL, Economic Opportunity Grants, etc.), the
colleges must tie up operating funds in matching commitments
while at the same time trying to provide education for more stu-
dents due to increased financial aid. This means an increase in the
teacher-student ratio and/or a decrease in other academic-related
services. The students, who are the least able to pay for their
education and in the greatest need for compensatory time and in-
struction, are faced with less academic help from the institutional
standpoint and less time to study due to the need to work to sup-
port the remainder of the cost of their college education. This is
compounded by the fact that obtaining jobs off-campus is ex-
tremely difficult; the neighborhoods are poor, and outside the
neighborhoods discrimination is still an obvious reality. ISE's ex-
perience working in and with these colleges suggests that a large
proportion of the "dropouts" can be explained in terms of financial
causes.

Thus, for those students who survived to the senior year, an at
least partially successful resolution of the financial crisis must be
part of their background. More than 60 percent of the students
worked to support themselves the summer before the senior year.
More than 36 percent of the students worked during the freshman
year and this number steadily increased to about two-thirds work-
ing in the senior year. It should be noted that the work figures are
delimited by the number of available jobs (mostly on campus), and
these jobs are usually preferentially given to proven upper-class
students who need them to finish. In the case of those students
who worked during the college year, the largest number worked
about fifteen hours per week (not surprisingly because that it the
limit provided for by the Federal Work-Study Program which is also
based on the college matching principle), but many students
ranged higher up to as many as forty hour work weeks. The
amount of hours a student worked also increased between the
freshman and senior years.

Figure VI shows the percentage of students by group accord-
ing to the amount they borrowed from the National Defense Stu-
dent Loan and other college loan funds. Slightly less than fifty per-
cent of the students borrowed some money for the support of their
education from these sources, and some students borrowed more
than $3000. These figures would be higher except for the lower
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costs charged by the college in tuition, room, and board. Other
data not presented herein showed that twenty-five percent of the
students also borrowed funds from banks in support of their
education and ten percent indicated loans from other sources.

Completing the financial package, students received money
from home, from scholarships, and from economic opportunity
grants. Given the level of family incomes, it seems surprising that
about 70 percent of the students received more than 50 percent of
their funds for college from home during their freshman year.
While this support decreased both in the number of students
receiving support and the amount of support supplied, more than
50 percent of the students were still receiving.about 50 percent of
their support from home in their senior year. Slightly more than
one-fifth of the students received about 50 percent of their college
support funds from scholarships and this figure remained relatively
constant throughout college (most scholarships are renewable on
the basis of certain performance levels). Slightly more than 10 per-
cent of the student received about 40 percent of their college sup-
port through Economic Opportunity Grants and these figures also
remained relatively constant throughout their college career.

The composite picture created by these financial arrange-
ment is one of determination by the students and their families to
continue and finish their undergraduate degrees. Of particular in-
terest is the contribution of the family in support of the students'
education. Given a median family income of less than $5000, it is
hard to imagine the level of support in terms other than the con-
cern of parents to see their children better themselves. It is also
clear that without the level of existing federal support, many of
these students would probably not have been able to complete
their degrees. However, it does seem illogical that these federal
funds came at a cost to the student's educational program
because of the matching necessities. Furthermore, all of this must
be weighed against the fact that less than two-thirds of the stu-
dents reached the senior year, many because of financial
pressures and inadequate resources.

Comparative Results. From previously cited data, it is evident
that the TCCP group came from poorer origins than did the other
students, but due to a special arrangement with the Office of
Economic Opportunity during the first two program year
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(1967-1968) these students were almost totally supported by
special funds (tuition, room, and board). In the first two years of
college, the two control groups fit the above picture, but the TCCP
students primarily had to work only in the summers to support their
education. On the average, about one-half of the TCCP students
received a little less than 20 percent of their funds from home over
their entire college career, but in most other ways the financial aid
patterns were similar to the control groups during the junior and
senior years, the difference being made up by a slightly higher rate
of borrowing money from campus sources.

Part of the success of the TCCP in keeping these students in
college must be credited to the initial financial aid support. How
much credit this support deserves in relation to the instruction and
materials can only be guessed at, but the reality of the problem of
continuing student in college is largely faced in the freshman and
sophomore years. Continuing ISE data on student attrition indicate
that the dropout rate for program students is higher for following
groups, but not as high as the regular college students. Given the
nature of existing data, it appears that both a different instructional
program and increased financial aid are necessary to keep the stu-
dents in school. This means both an increased level of student fi-
nancial support and college program support. One potential solu-
tion that works both ways is the removal of the matching stipula-
tions on student aid funds.

Noir-Academic Achievements

Overall Characteristics. By its heading, this section of the
questionnaire appears to assess more than was actually the case.
The students were not asked to describe open-endedly what their
activities and achievements were in college, but rather to respond
affirmatively to those preselected activities and achievements out
of a list of 40 possibilities which pertained to them. The list in-
cluded nine different areas of involvement: 1) student and college
governance and leadership, 2) art, 3) community involvement and
service, 4) writing and student publications, 5) drama and foren-
sics, 6) music and dance, 7) science, 8) academic honors and
recognition, and 9) athletics. There were not the same number of
possibilities in each area, but each area moved from activities and
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achievements in which greater numbers potentially could have
participated to highly select or specialized possibilities. The
results derived from the students responses, given the above con-
ditions, serve to provide insight into two different questions: 1)
what was the general level of involvement of the students in
selected non-academic achievement areas, and 2) in what areas of
non-academic achievement was there the greatest involvement,
and conversely, the least involvement?

Based upon the students' responses, two areas of involve-
ment clearly showed the greatest degree of student participation
student and college governance and leadership, and community
service and involvement. More than 25 percent of the students had
served on a student committee and/or actively campaigned to
elect another student to school office, and nearly 20 percent of the
students held school offices and/or received an award for leader-
ship. The single highest level of activity was in community service
in which almost one-third of the students tutored other students
(non-paid) and more than 25 percent of the students participated in
a community group. The amount of academic honors and recogni-
tion of achievement was highly predictable on the basis of
similarity in the manner by which colleges organize and manage
these programs. Slightly less than 20 percent of the students par-
ticipated in an honors or advanced study program, about 10 per-
cent of the student were elected to an academic honor group or
received special academic recognition, and iess than 10 percent of
the students were chosen for the collegiate "Who's Who". Much
more highly selective -was participation or recognition in the
special interest areas of art, music, writing, drama, science, and
athletics. With the exception of athletics which was limited to var-
sity participation and, not surprisingly, low in respondents, these
areas included approximately 10 percent of the students at the
.broadest participatory level and little more than one percent at the
most select levels. Of course, what was not determined by the stu-
dents' responses was the degree or depth of participation in these
areas, and in many cases, given their specialized nature, this was
probably heavy. Figure VII shows the percent of students by total
and by group who participated or achieved in selected possibilities
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across all of the areas except athletics. The graphed results ex-
emplify the above generalization.

The amount of individual participation or achievement across
all of the 40 possibilities is shown by percentage according to
groups in Figure VIII. While only 14 percent of the students in-
cluded no responses to the list of possibilities, the great majority of
students were limited in their degree of participation or recogni-
tion. Almost 45 percent of the students responded to three or less
items and an additional 22 percent responded to six or less items.
Given the skewness of the distribution, however, it is clear that
some students were very highly involved across a variety of areas.
Again, it should be mentioned that the responses provided no in-
dication of the level or amount of involvement.

These overall results appear to conform to at least two other
areas of questionnaire data. The students' major areas of study in-
dicated relatively less academic involvement in science and arts
aid humanities, and relatively greater academic involvement in
social science and education. This would seem to bear out the
level of participation and recognition in such areas as art, drama,
science, and music. In the area of writing, it does not seem too un-
fair to suggest that desire to engage in this area is largely under-
mined by freshman courses in expository writing with their over-
abundant concern for standard form and grammar. The second
area of correspondence is the relative amount of time beyond
class attendance, studies, and financial survival which a student
has available to engage in non-academic achievement areas.
Given the work load many of the students have to carry, in com-
bination with the low continuation rate over four years, the level of
involvement is perhaps higher than one might expect.

Comparative Results. Table VIII clearly establishes that
TCCP students were more heavily involved in non-academic areas.
Part of this may be explained by the financial support provided in
the first two years, but other data indicates that this involvement
continued throughout their college careers. By examining Figure
VII, it is clear that the higher level of participation was located in
the areas of student and college governance and leadership, com-
munity service and involvement, writing, drama, and academic
honors participation and recognition. These out-of-class areas of
involvement are closely related to some of the in-class experiences
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the students had while participating in the TCCP program during
the freshman and sophomore years. Writing in program classes
was not pursued, per se, from an expository standpoint, but rather
as a part of broader ideas and expression. And in the same sense,
drama (in the form of chamber theater) was introduced in the
program classes as a means of expression encompassing a num-
ber of important mediums. Community activity and service was en-
couraged as both a means for testing ideas, and building bridges
between experience and intellectual play (a part of the idea of
"relevance"). It is difficult to judge the degree to which the
classroom model had an effect on the student involvement in col-
lege governance and leadership, but it is at least theoretically con-
sistent that taking greater responsibility for the activity and con-
duct of the classroom in combination with the expectation of ver-
balizing and debating ideas in the classroom should transfer to
some level of this activity outside of the classroom.

Satisfaction with college

Overall Results. This section of the questionnaire simply
dealt with the students' summary views about their college ex-
perience. Did they enjoy attending the college? If they had the
choice, would they attend the same college again? To what degree
did they feel the college helped them toward important personal
goals? More than 60 percent of the students felt that college had
helped a great deal in achieving important personal goals, and all
but six percent of the remaining students felt it helped somewhat.
Enjoyment of college was less clearly positive, but 48 percent of
the students indicated a great deal and 46 percent indicated some-
what. The greatest level of ambivalence was related to their atten-
dance at their college if they had the choice to make over again.
Only 23 percent were definite about making the same choice
again, but an additional 45 percent indicated they probably would
make the same choice. On the negative side, 22 percent said they
would probably not attend the same college again and 10 percent
indicated they would definitely not attend the same college again.

In some ways, these results are related to who the students
are and where they come from. Obviously for a large number of the
students, improving their relative status is very important, and any
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college degree is a step in the right direction. It also seems ob-
vious that the enjoyment factor is somewhat bounded by the per-
sonal sacrifice that surrounded many of the students continued at-
tendance in college. Without attacking the "puritan ethic", a day
filled only with study and work is limited in its enjoyment. The
question of what college the students would attend if they had the
choice again is difficult to interpret. Student attitudes about the
structure of the college, which will be discussed in a later section,
suggest that a number of students found the experience rigid.
Some students were concerned about the direction and/or the
quality of the curriculum, and other students were politically an-
tagonistic toward the colleges. But on the whole, most students
were at least somewhat positive generally, and in attitudinal areas.

Comparative Results. The responses to these questions were
essentially the same across all the sub-groups, and although there
were some comparative differences between the responses ac-
cording to sex of the respondent, these differences were not pro-
nounced and were unrelated to group.

Attitudes toward the Freshman Year

Overall Characteristics. Given the fact that these students
survived to the point of almost completing their undergraduate
career, it might be expected that they would in varying degrees be
positive about various aspects of that experience. Most students
felt that their freshman year: provided an exciting view of teaching
and learning (75 percent); confirmed that they could figure things
out for themselves (90 percent) and do college-level work (84 per-
cent); showed them the value of student questions (79 percent);
and provided the basic study skills needed to continue (72 per-
cent). At the same time, it seems an anomaly that almost two-thirds
of the students felt the freshman year was rigid and impersonal and
less than 25 percent would have had the rest of their college ex-
perience like that of their freshman year.
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These results seem to suggest that the students, approaching
graduation as they were, reflected backwards in a generally posi-
tive way about themselves in relation to the experiences. But when
confronted with non-personal characteristics of that experience
(e.g. rigid and impersonal) or their w'llingness to have the ex-
perience repeated (rest of college like freshman year), they exhibit
reservations which may be more closely in line with the actual
nature of the experience. In general, the initial experience of
beginning college usually seems to be difficult for students. Part of
this difficulty must be simply the newness itself, and part certainly
must be in the increased difficulty of the work required. On the
other hand, the freshman experience in college is usually related
to a number of other characteristics, which provide limited oppor-
tunity for the student to explore and to be rewarded for his efforts
and ideas in relation to who he is and where he tomes from. The

pressure of competitive performance with his peers, of a singular,
teacher-directed, didactic learning experience, and of a rather ar-
bitrary set of requirements without regard to him personally must
create a certain sense Pf punitiveness, the value of which lies
mainly in creating a desire to avoid its repetition. Some students,
such as these respondents, survive and continue; other students
become disaffected and drop out; still other students find there is
not enough reward to support their continued financial struggle.
On the average, 25 percent or more of the students have made the
decision to withdraw (or have been pushed to this decision) by the
start of the second year of college.

Comparative Results. From ISE's standpoint, an absolutely
critical question was whether a more positive, student-oriented
program in the freshman year (and continuing partially throughout
the sophomore year) would affect both the level of student with-
drawal and the students' relative feelings about the quality and
desirability of the experience. The strategy was to create a less

static, more participative program for that initial experience. Based
upon The accomplishment of that strategy, the results should
demonstrate incremental differences in how the students per-
ceived the experience and the degree to which they saw it as a
model for the continuing college experience. While it is now clear
that the attrition rate was decreased, what additional evidence do
these results provide about the program itself?
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In general, the data support the idea that TCCP students did
have a different, more positive freshman year. Figure IX shows the
percentage of students by group at the various response levels
concerning the freshman year as "rigid and impersonal; get it or
else". While both control groups were similar, the TCCP students
were decidedly less in agreement than the other students. Other
results indicate that the TCCP students did have a substantially
different, more participative experience, but the fact that almost
half the TCCP students felt there was some truth to the statement
demonstrates that the program, at that time, still had a long
developmental period ahead.

Considerably fewer TCCP students than control students
agreed that the freshman year taught them college was hard (49
percent as compared with 58 percent), and their concern was with
surviving a boring year (27 pk,:cent as compared to 40 percent), or
that the experience almost destroyed their academic self-confi-
dence (17 percent as compared to 29 percent). The TCCP students
were more positive about generally positive areas; more TCCP stu-
dents than control students on a percentage basis agreed that in
the freshman year they found that they could do college-level work
(19 percent as compared to 83 percent) and saw the value of stu-
dent questions (90 percent as compared to 79 percent). One
reason for this difference in the value of student question may have
been the degree to which student questions were expected and
encouraged in the classroom. Figure X shows. the students'
responses by groups to the statement, "Courses fell short of
achieving the objectives of encouraging students to pose own
questions and develop own viewpoints." Only 25 percent of the
TCCP students indicated any agreement with this statement as
compared to 45 percent of the control groups. The graphic repre-
sentation clearly emphasized the differences.

Finally, it is clear that a much larger number of TCCP students
than either of the control groups felt that their freshman year
should have been a model for the rest of their college experience.
More than 45 percent of the TCCP group to some degree agreed as
compared to 21 percent of the control groups. While these results
again emphasize that the program had a considerable distance to
go to reach its objectives, they also emphasize that as compared to
the regular college experiences a considerable distance had
already been achieved.
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Attitudes toward Counseling

Overall Characteristics. Until recently a well-supported coun-
seling program in many black colleges did not exist; there simply
was not the money to support positions peripheral to the
classrooms and management of the institutions. With the in-
creased flow of federal funds into higher education, counseling
and student personnel services have appeared on most cam-
pusesbut as functionally outside the academic area and usually
more concerned with the management of problem students and
administrative functions than with student personal and intellec-
tual growth. More than 60 percent of the students had never met
with a counselor in a personal growth-oriented small group set-
ting. Less than 50 percent of the students had ever seen a coun-
selor about personal problems, nearly the same percentage had
never seen a counselor about financial, vocational, or academic
concerns. Although nearly two-thirds of the students occasionally
or frequently found a counselor helpful or felt that counselors were
concerned with their problems, given the role of the counselor on
the campus and the degree to which he actually provided support
or service, these results appear more related to some precon-
ceived idea about counseling than to the actual experience of
counseling.

Comparative Results. As part of the original plan, the TCCP
program included counseling as a central, unifying function. In ob-
serving the program in the early 'stages of its development it
became obvious that it would take time to more closely integrate
counseling into the overall academic strategy. But from the start,
the program students looked to the counselor as a central, clearly
identifiable part of the program staff, and the comparative student
attitudes tend to support these observations. More that 56 percent
of the TCCP students saw the counselor occasionally or frequently
about personal problems, as compared to 38 percent of the "1967"
control group and 47 percent of the "1971" control group. The
counselors in the program were urged to use the small groups set-
ting with students and 52 percent of the TCCP students indicated
that they had at least on occasion met with the counselor in that
manner as compared to less than 36 percent of the students in the
control groups.
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While the program students did not use the counselor any
more frequently than the control groups for academic or voca-
tional purposes, they did more frequently use the counselor to help
them with financial problems (69 percent as compared to less than
50 percent). Given the increased use of the counselor and the con-
comitant closer relationship with the counselor, it follows that
more TCCP students found the counselor frequently helpful (26
percent as compared to about 12 percent), and felt counselors
were frequently concerned with their problems (30 percent as com-
pared to 16 percent). This latter attitude is graphically shown in
Figure Xl. These results, similar to those of the previous section,
suggest that the counseling component at that time was more
useful to the TCCP students than the regular college component,
but that the need for continued improvement of the role and in-
volvement of the counselor was also clearly present.
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Continuing Attitudes toward Instructional Experience

Overall Characteristics. This section was composed of 59
statements about classroom conditions and interactions, and
about student and faculty academic behavior. The following state-
ments are illustrative:

Faculty members experimented with new methods of
teaching.

Students spoke up in class.

Courses contributed significantly to how I think about
things today.

Teachers related course materials and discussion to
areas of student interest.

Teachers were available to students after class.

The primary form of classroom instruction was the lec-
ture.

Faculty members kept their courses and materials cur-
rent with their field.

The senior respondents were asked to consider each of these
statements as to their "truthfulness" (a four-point scale from
generally true to generally false) in relation to their personal ex-
periences during three periods of their college careerthe fresh-
man year, the sophomore year, and the combined junior-senior
years. In many ways, the data derived from this section of the ques-
tionnaire were considered to be the most important from the stand-
point of comparing the different perceptions and attitudes of stu-
dents over time based upon the type of program in which they par-
ticipated during the first two years of college. Several critical hy-
potheses were the basis for interpreting the results in this section:
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1) the perception of their classroom and instruction ex-
periences would be similar for both the control groups
across the three time periods;

2) the perceptions of all three groups of students would be
similar during the junior-senior years as a result of their
similar, combined program experience;

3) the TCCP group would demonstrate large, significant
differences in perceptions when compared to the two
control groups for the freshman experiences alone, and
the exhibited differences would correspond to the type of
educational experience around which the TCCP was
planned;

4) as the TCCP group began to move out of the program ex-
perience into the regular college experience in the
sophomore year the initial differences between the
groups would decrease.

In effect, the hypotheses represented first, ISE's concern over
whether the two control groups experiencing the same program
perceived the program in a similar manner, even though there
were some dissimilarities between the two groups in entering and
background characteristics. This reflected a concern for the rela-
tive reliability of the student perceptions, as a precursor to discus-
sion of results on the basis of differing program experience. The
second major concern, based upon some minimal assumptions of
reliability of the data, was the comparative trends of the TCCP
group over the three periods in comparison to the control groups.
It was anticipated that the TCCP students would be much more
positive about their experiences at first, and that this would sharply
decrease over the last two periods. The control groups were ex-
pected to be far less positive about their initial experience and in-
crease slightly the degree of positiveness over the last two periods.
The graphic result of these two different trends would represent a
noticable interaction between type of program experience and
chronological period of experience.
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If these hypotheses were supported by the results, then there
would be little basis for describing the results from an overall
standpoint except, perhaps, in the junior-senior period when all
students were combined in the same experience. For the most part
the hypotheses were supported. The one exception, in fact, was
even more supportive of the expected differences in the freshman
experience. Instead of the TCCP students' perceptions being simi-
lar to the control students' in the junior-senior period, in many in-
stances they were significantly more negative toward the latter ex-
periences than the control groups. This "cross-over" effect (the
logical extension of the interaction) might have been expected on
the basis of initial perceptions as pre-conditioners of latei- percep-
tions. Thus, while the TCCP students experience essentially the
same program as the control students in the junior-senior years,
the fact of their having been exposed to a more participative, stu-
dent-oriented, initial experience resulted in their interpretation of
their later college experiences as less positive than that perceived
by the control groups. Based upon these findings there are few
grounds for providing an overall summary and so the discussion
will move to a more detailed consideration of comparative
differences.

Comparative Results. In a recent ISE publication (Toward
More Active Learning: A Retrospective Look at the Thirteen-Col-
lege Curriculum Program as Compared to the Regular College Ex-
perience, Turner, 1972) the results of this section are described
and graphed in detail. The findings can be summarized briefly.
Figures XII, XIII, XIV, and XV show the general pattern of the
results for many of the statements, and correspond to the previous
description of anticipated results. Each of the four selected state-
ments associated with one of the figures represents a different type
of concern, which as a package are symbolic of the major program
thrusts. The comparative results for each statement represent both
the differences between the groups and also the extent to which
the TCCP program at that point in time had reached its projected
goal.

The statement represented in Figure XII is concerned with the
degree to which faculty actually tried out different approaches and
materials. This statement is representative of a number of state-
ments in the section which get at type of materials, types of instruc-
tional approaches, and types of classroom management. The
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Figure XII.
Faculty members experi-
mented with new methods of
teaching
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Figure XIII
Teachers encouraged stu-
dents to criticize course
materials and teaching
methods.
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Figure XV
Courses contributed signifi-
cantly to how I think about
things today.
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results demonstrated in Figure XII resemble those in other items of
similar content. It is clear that the TCCP program was differently
perceived by the students and that this perception probably pre-
conditioned later perceptions of how a course should be taught.
The results also indicate that almost two-thirds of the TCCP stu-
dents perceived this important program component as having
generally occurred.

The statement in Figure XIII represents a class of statements,
concerning the interpersonal nature of academic activity such as
the relative closeness of the teacher to the students and the
teacher's personal concern in teaching for student learning. Again
the pattern of results is similar, although not quite as striking. The
TCCP students did experience in the program a broader academic
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and closer interpersonal environment as compared to the regular
college students. However, in the early stages of the program it is
also clear that this qualitative area could be improved upon, as
represented by only slightly more than one-half of the TCCP stu-
dents indicating the statement to be generally true.

Figure XIV is based upon a statement representative of a class
of statements pertaining to the actual style of the teacher in the
classroom. The results in this area are clear. The regular program
was perceived as rigid and highly teacher-directed while the TCCP
experience was much more readily perceived as interactive and
student-oriented. However, in the initial implementation of the
program, again the results indicate that the program could improve
and that emphasis should be placed upon working with teachers in
relation to their actual conduct of the classroom.

The statement in Figure XV represents a class of statements
concerning the impact of courses and instruction on the students'
frame of reference. It incorporates such ideas as "relevance" and
"pertinence" in the selection and presentation of materials in col-
lege. There is an important difference between how the TCCP stu-
dents saw the contribution of courses in the program as compared
to the regular college students, and the "cross-over" effect is very
striking. On the other hand, the results also cmphasize how far
both colleges and programs such as the TCCP have yet to go in
developing this concept programmatically for students. While it is
to some degree correct that some of the courses will take on in-
creasing significance to the students as they grow older, this same
argument is equally true for courses which the student felt were
"relevant" at the time they experienced them. A primary concern
for college should be the increase in human understanding and
the development of closer congruence between experience and
the interpretation (or meaning) of that experience. More recent evi-
dence about the experiences of later groups of students in the
TCCP suggests that some headway is being made in this area, and
that as teachers have continued to improve and develop new
materials and to successfully implement them, the higher level of
consistency which one would expect with use and practice has in-
creased the number of positive student responses.
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General Attitudes toward Higher Education

Overall Characteristics. The students' responses from all
three groups to the statements in this section indicated a fairly
high level of dissatisfaction with the content, conduct, and struc-
ture of their college experience, and their level of participation in

that experience. These responses are somewhat atypical of what
one might expect given both the students' southern background
and their families' lower socio-economic status. Both of these
characteristics usually result in quite conservative responses to
the suggestion of educational changes or the suggestion of stu-
dent dissatisfaction. Part of this tendency may be due to the in-
creasing vocal criticism by young Blacks as a group of the social
structures which surround them, and part may be attributable to
the relatively rigid college environment they have experienced. In

any event, it is clear from their responses that they would like to
see some changes made in higher education.

A large majority of the students agreed that they should be
allowed to participate in more institutional and educational deci-
sion (73 percent) and that undergraduates should have more
responsibility for their education (84 percent). They felt they should
be part of the evaluation process used in judging teachers for pro-
motion (76 percent), that students should have more equality to
teachers in determining course content (73 percent), and that
teachers should re-examine their courses every year (96 percent).
They felt very strongly that their education would be improved if:
1) courses were more relevant (88 percent), 2) more attention were
paid to students (81 percent), 3) credit for community service were
provided (81 percent), and 4) the college was more deeply involved
with the community around it (85 percent). On the other hand, the
results were mixed about actual changes in the conduct of educa-
tion. About 45 percent of the students felt college would be im-
proved if all courses were elective, and about 60 percent of the stu-
dent felt their education would be improved if grades were
abolished. Slightly more than 60 percent of the students felt that
the institution should be governed by students and faculty.

A much smaller number of students (about one-third) felt that
admission standards should be raised, and only about the same
number disagreed that remedial work should be conducted in the
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context of the regular classroom. More than 80 percent of the stu-
dents felt that Blacks should control their own schools. In general,
they felt the college did not have the right to control their lives off
campus (75 percent), but 50 percent of the students felt the college
had the right to clear student publications. However, the students
felt more strongly about the right of the college to ban campus
speakers (70 percent disagreed). Perhaps the most understanda-
ble student attitude was that a college education mostly just im-
proves one's income (69 percent), and while that should be a result
of completing college, the results emphasize the need for the col-
leges to engage in internal reform of theft educational program,

Comparative Results. Considering the extremity of the overall
student response to many of the statements, there are not many
significant differences between the three groups. The TCCP stu-
dents appeared to be more liberal than the other students, but this
was mostly in degree rather than in kind. TCCP students felt more
strongly than the other groups that campus rules should not be
allowed to extend to off-campus (86 percent as compared to 75
percent). More TCCP students also disagreed that the college had
the right to clear student publications (60 percent as compared to
50 percent), or that colleges had the right to ban speakers on cam-
pus (83 percent as compared to 70 percent). Less than 25 percent
of the TCCP students felt that colleges were too lax in suppressing
protests as compared to 37 percent of the regular college students.
The TCCP students were less extreme in either their agreement or
disagreement concerning "college as mostly improving one's in-
come." Almost three-fourths of the TCCP students held reserva-
tions about the statement (although leaning more toward agree-
ment than disagreement) as compared to about 60 percent of the
regular college students. This seems to reflect both their desire to
improve their socio-economic position, but also their com-
paratively more positive feelings about the intrinsic value of their
education.

Attitudes toward Black colleges

Overall Characteristics. While the general goal of desegrega-
tion remains an important part of the young black codcge student's
belief system, in some qualitative ways the term has taken on new
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meaning. In days past the idea of desegregation largely meant
complete integration or becoming totally a part of white society
with its implied equal treatment, justice, economic benefits, social
organizations, and values. No longer is credence given to this
broad an interpretation of the term. The students seem to be saying
equal rights, equal opportunity, but not necessarily complete
assimilation. And similar to their white counterparts in other in-
stitutions, traditional values are coming more and more under
close scrutiny. The black student graduating from college in 1971
was not certain about the efficacy of the existing political struc-
ture, or the war-making capacity of the United States, or even the
relevance of older black institutions in the modern support of black
advancement. They generally felt that the education, instruction,
and curricula at their colleges was as good as that found in white
institutions in the area; that much of their education should focus
on the black African experience; and that they would prefer attend-
ing institutions in which black students composed at least one-half
or more of the enrollment.

There are, of course, some anomalies in this attitudinal
profile. Given the number of areas of potential conflict in their
belief system, it would not be unreasonable to expect more actual
conflicting beliefs than were present in the data. But then, these
students have survived to achieve a status position far above the
level of a majority of their peers, the result of which makes possible
stronger integration of belief and greater self-justification of their
own experience. This latter tendency is represented by three-
fourths of the students agreeing, at least in part, that the quality of
their education was as good as that found in white colleges in the
area; 86 percent felt the teaching was as good; and 73 percent felt
that the curricula was as good. However, fewer students (65 per-
cent) were as sure that the education they received better fitted
their needs than that which could be found in the area's white col-
leges.

In terms of the nature of their education, fewer students were
willing to agree that black colleges should prepare students to live
according to the values of a predominantly white society (52 per-
cent), and a large majority of the students (82 percent) felt that col-
lege should focus on the experiences of the African people,
especially in the social sciences and humanities. There was less
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clear feeling over the credibility of the white teacher in the black
college for teaching social science and humanities. More than 45
percent of the students felt white teachers should not be hired to
teach in those areas, but conversely, more than 50 percent of the
students disagreed with that statement as a policy for hiring
teachers. There was little disagreement (less than 20 percent) that
black colleges should prepare students for jobs so that they could
work for change from within the American system, but only about
55 percent of the students agreed that the colleges should teach
support rather than subversion of the existing political structures.

Like many college students throughout the country, the res-
pondents to this questionnaire were doubtful about their fighting in
a war to support the United States if they had free choice. And as
other responses already cited suggest, they are leery of existing in-
stitutions, both black and white. Only 50 percent of the students felt
that their college was more interested in supporting community
groups working for black advancement than in having the ap-
proval of white people. Part of their attitudes reflect the strategy of
debunkingcommon among other college students and
particularly endemic to the times and circumstancesand part of
their attitudes clearly include the anticipation of becoming a
meaningful part of he larger society.

In terms of the racial composition of the "ideal" educational
institution, more than 96 percent of the graduating seniors felt that
black students should attend colleges where no less than one-half
the students were black. Many of the students (70 percent) indi-
cated preference for some integration of the college setting, but as
qualified above-52 percent of the-students desired to attend an
institution in which "about half" of the students were black, 23 per-
cent indicated "most," and 22 percent indicated "just about all."
They also preferred in the specified "ideal" college setting at least
half to a majority representation of black teachers (61 percent in-
dicating "about half," 19 percent indicating "most," and 14 percent
indicating "just about all").

Comparative Results. There were few significant differences
between the three students groups concerning these attitudes.
The TCCP students disagreed more strongly than the .other stu-
dents w ,th the statement that black colleges should prepare stu-
dents to live according to the values of a predominantly white
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society (38 percent of the TCCP group agreed with the statement
as compared to about 50 percent of the control groups), but then
this might have been expected considering the heavier input of
black studies materials into the TCCP curriculum. Similarly, the
TCCP group had a larger proportion of students opposed to teach-
ing support of existing political structure (31 percent of the TCCP
group agreed with the statement as compared to 40 percent of the
regular colleges students). They also were proportionally less in
agreement with fighting in a war if they were allowed a free choice,
and disagreed proportionately more often that their colleges were
supporting black advancement. At the same time, however, the
TCCP students were more strongly supportive of the notion that
black students should attend black colleges than were the control
groups. About one-third of the TCCP students indicated this was
preferable to integrated or white college settings (as compared to
26 percent in the control groups). They also emphasized greater
numbers of black students and teachers in describing their ideal
college setting than did students io the control groups.

Feelings of Control over Environment

Overall Characteristics. A number of underlying components
are in interaction in varying degrees across the items included in
this sectionthe ethnic students bring with them to college includ-
ing some degree of determination and some philosophy of work,
the image the students have of themselves, the general psy-
chological strength of the students, and certain expectations
based upon past experience. In retrospect, the students were
generally confident that they would graduate from college; 72 per-
cent indicated that they were very certain they would graduate and
24 percent of the students felt they had at least a 50-50 chance of
graduating. Part of this confidence must have been based in part
upon expecting hard work to pay off; 71 percent either disagreed
or disagreed strongly that kick was more important than hard work
for success. They generally felt that despite any disadvantages
they would get ahead; 69 percent of the students either disagreed
or disagreed strongly with the idea that when they tried to get
ahead, something or somebody would stop them. And most of the
students indicated a general confidence in their ability to learn; 73
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percent indicated disagreement or strong disagreement with the
statement, "Sometimes I feel I just can't learn."

On the other hand, certain vestiges of past experience led
most of the students to agree that getting ahead is as much a mat-
ter of who you know as what you know (79 percent either agreed or
agreed strongly with that statement). Probably a combination of
past experience and a certain remaining trace of insecurity under-
lie the lower proportion of disagreement with the statment, "I
would do better in school if teachers did not go so fast." In this
case only 46 percent of the students disagreed or disagreed
strongly. But on the whole, the students were most positive about
themselves and their ability to deal with the circumstances they
would encounter.

Comparative Results. All three of the students groups ex-
hibited the same patterns of responses. For most of the items, the
TCCP group was the most positive, followed by the "1967" control
group, and then the "1971" control group. Based upon other per-
formance and achievement results, this order might have been ex-
pected; but only on two items are the differences significant and
notable. On the item pertaining to doing better if teachers went
slower (see Figure XVI), 57 percent of the TCCP students indicated
disagreement as compared to 52 percent for the "1967" control
group and 43 percent for the "1971" control group. The other item
which resulted in a large significant difference was the statement,
"When I try to get ahead something or somebody stops me." In this
case, the TCCP group had 75 percent disagreement as compared
to 70 percent for the "1967" control students and 66 percent for the
"1971" control students.

Actual and Desired Student Role in College Policy

Overall Characteristics. The data in a previous section
specified that many of the students felt the college experience
should be less restrictive and they should be allowed greater par-
ticipation in determining college policy. These results can be sum-
marized into essentially three areas: a) a desire for less in loco
parentis on the part of the college administration; b) a greater role
in determining their own educational pathways; and c) more input
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into the institutional decision-making and policy formulation ap-
paratus. Whereas many of the students agreed,. or agreed with
reservation that their college had taken steps to increase student
participation in its decisions, they also felt strongly that their col-
lege officials did not have the right to regulate their off-campus
behavior, or to ban speakers from campus and to clear student
publications. Most of the students agreed at least partially that un-
dergraduates are mature enough to be given more responsibility
for their own education and that many really interested students
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drop out because they do not want to "play the game" or "beat the
system." Finally, the students indicated an interest in such areas
as playing a part in faculty promotional decisions, determination of
course content, and institutional governance.

The purpose of this section of the questionnaire was to deline-
ate more precisely the role students desired in the determination of
different areas of college policy, and to contrast these desired
roles with the actual roles students felt they had in those same
policy areas. The different policy areas considered were:

faculty appointment and promotion

undergraduate admissions policy

provision for, and content of, undergraduate courses

student discipline

bachelor's degree requirements

For both the desired and the actual roles, the students res-
ponded to one of five levels of participation: 1) control, 2) voting
power in committees, 3) formal consultation, 4) informal consulta-
tion, or 5) little or no role.

The results demonstrate that the students, at least by the
senior year, desire a responsible role in determining policy in each
of the five different areas, but that the level of participation desired
varies according to the area under consideration. In every case, a
plurality of the students indicated a desire for voting privileges on
policy committees. With the exception of student discipline, oe-
tween 57 and 70 percent of the students desired either committee
voting rights or formal consultation. As might be expected, the
area showing the highest level of desired participation was student
discipline-21 percent of the students desiring control over policy,
51 percent of the students desiring voting rights, and 19 percent
desiring formal consultation. Less than 10 percent of the students
desired only informal consultation or little role in policy-making.
Following student discipline, the students indicated the next high-
est level of desired participation in policy decisions related to pro-
vision for, and content of, undergraduate courses. In this area, 12
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percent of the students desired control, 44 percent desired voting
rights; 27 percent desired formal consultation, and 18 percent
desired only informal consultation or little role. For the remaining
three areas, faculty appointment and promotion, admissions, and
degree requirementstraditional areas of faculty and administra-
tive responsibilitythe pattern of responses was similar. Less than
eight percent of the students desired control, slightly more than
one-third desired voting rights, 20 to 30 percent desired informal
consultation, another 15 percent desired informal consultation,
and about 20 percent desired little or no role.

Contrasted with these desired roles, the students most fre-
quently indicated that their actual role at their colleges in these
areas was much less than that desired. In the three most traditional
areas of faculty and administrative control about 80 percent of the
students indicated they had little or no role; the remaining students
distributed themselves about equally across the other role catego-
ries. The students indicated they had slightly more involvement in
provision for, and content of, undergraduate courses, but nowhere
near as much as desired. About two-thirds of the students indi-
cated little or no actual role, 15 percent of the students indicated
some informal consultation, and the remaining 20 percent were
distributed across the remaining three higher levels of involve-
ment. Only in the area of student discipline did the desired role
come close to approximating the actual role. Only one-third of the
students indicated little or no role; an additional third indicated
about equally either formal or informal consultation, 26 percent in-
dicated that they had voting rights on policy committees, and six
percent indicated they had control over student discipline. While
these actual levels in no way reach the desired level, students do
at least generally have some input into whatever form of due pro-
cess for students each campus provides.

The last decade has been marked by a nation-wide movement
on the part of students to increase their role in the general gover-
nance and policy-making of their colleges and universities. While
the pressure exerted by students has in many cases met with resis-
tance from the traditional sources of control, in general students
have increased their responsible level of participation.
Theoretically it makes sense from a learning standpoint to involve
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students at a higher level of policy, in order to continue at an in-
creased rate the types of individual decisions a student should
make about the nature and extent of his participation across the
potentialities of an increasingly complex society. From the
perspective of students in this study it is clear that the black col-
leges represented by the data are not using their students as a
decision-making resource to the extent that they could or to the ex-
tent that the students so desire.

Comparative Results. There are very few important
differences between the three different student groups in response
to these questions. Although several significant differences do oc-
cur, they provide no clear interpretive differences between the
groups; for the most part the differences represent minor internal
variations across the levels which add up to statistical significance
but no meaningful differences.

Areas of Self Concept

Overall Characteristics. The notion of self concept is really an
amalgamation of many different components; the components vary
in content and importance according to such factors as past per-
sonal experience, idealized models of personality and behavior to
which one would like to be favorably compared, traits and types of
behavior which are highly valued by society or societal subgroups,
direct performance which is measured and compared against
some standard, and the relative congruence of a given self-con-
cept area to the broader psyche. In this particular study the stu-
dents were asked to rate themselves on a series of traits in relation
to other seniors in their college. The item. ranged from "school
achievement"which is bounded by the student's actual perfor-
mance and grades, to "wanting to do things for others"a highly
subjective area that might be rated on the basis of what one would
prefer to be like, or on the basis of actual doing of things for others
and being rewarded in some way for this behavior. In general, the
less precise the trait is in either its definition or in its ability to be
directly measured, the higher one is likely to rate oneself if the trait
is seen as desirable or important, and conversely, the more clearly
a trait can be defined and/or measured according to some stan-
dard, the greater the likelihocd of one's self-rating corresonding to
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results of that definition or measurement. The results of the self
concept ratings will be broadly discussed across five different
categorical groups of items, followed by a brief discussion of

7 differences attributable to the sex of the respondent.
First, the students are generally positive about themselves

and their future. Across all of the items, most of the students rated
themselves as average to above average. This was to be expected.
The students have come a long way to reach graduation from col-
lege; many of them have made an enormous status move from
poverty to some assurance of favorable occupation and position in
life. The students are reasonably sure of themselves and reflect
this in their ratings of self in relation to their certainty about their
"identity." Only seven percent of the students felt they were below
average on this dimension while 56 percent of the students felt
they were above average. This combination of generally favorable

- self ratings across the different areas and the implied certainty of
self "identity" has resulted in a very positive student projection of a
successful future. In rating themselves on "Chances for success in
the future", only two percent of the students indicated below
average as compared to almost two-thirds of the students rating
themselves as above average. Of course, these projections were
made at a timeimmediately before graduationwhen it might be
expected find a positive view of the future, but nevertheless they
do reflect the overall positive affect that completing college has on
these individuals.

A second important self concept areaidentified in previous
ISE research reports as social-anxiety self conceptsuggests
some qualification of the optimism and certainty students pro-
jected in the above results. Many of the students indicated a high
need to be "understood" combined with a desire not to violate
social norms, a characteristic which was present in these same
students at the time of entrance to college four years earlier. More
than 50 percent of the students rated themselves as above average
on "wanting to be treated with understanding," 56 percent indi-
cated above average on "wanting to do things for others," and 40
percent indicated they were above average on "wanting to do what
is socially correct and following the rules." One-third of the stu-
dents rated themselves above average in "wanting to be looked up
to and admired," and 51 percent rated themselves as above
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average in "liking to be with others." Obviously, these self concep-
tions are not necessarily inappropriate on an individual basis;
however, they do indicate that the students as a group feel a strong
interdependence toward each other, a general desire to conform to
social rules and standards, and a need for social approval. The fact
that these results are almost identical to those observed at the time
these students entered college in 1967 (see Parmeter, 1970) sug-
gests that the net effect of the college experience on this per-
sonality dimension for most students has been nil, a finding not
unexpected on the basis of results of other longitudinal studies of
higher education.

A third area of self concept involves the general presentation
of self to others. The student self ratings in this area appear con-
gruent to both the general optimism toward the future and the
desire for social interdependence. In short, the students saw them-
selves as cheerful, even-tempered, accepting of others, dependa-
ble, and quite active. Only five percent of the students rated them-
selves below average on cheerfulness while 56 percent of the stu-
dents rated themselves above average. One-half the students felt
they were above average on "being even-tempered, easy-going"
as compared to seven percent below average. The same pattern of
responses applied to "dependability, completing tasks on time;"
four percent of the students indicated below average and 56 per-
cent indicated above average. Although not quite as strongly held,
41 percent of the students rated themselves above average on "ac-
cepting of people at face value," and 39 percent rated themselves
above average on "activity, always on the go."

Given the relatively strong "other-directedness" evidenced in
the above results, it would be expected that the students would be
relatively lower in their self ratings of traits which are more repre-
sentative of "inner- directedness" such as impulsiveness, working
with abstract ideas, and being "tough-minded." The results con-
firm these expectations. Only 24 percent of the students rated
themselves above average on "being tough-minded" while 19 per-
cent rated themselves below average on this dimension. The same
percentage of students (22 percent) rated themselves as either
above or below average on being "interested more in abstract
ideas than in practical ones." More than one-third of the students
rated themselves below average on "willing to act without plan, on
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impulse" as compared to 21 percent rating themselves above
average. Although the ratings on these items are not the inverse of
those found in previously discussed areas they are noticeably
lower in their distribution, and taken in the context of all of the self
ratings are the lowest single area.

In examinig the students' academic self concept and related
attributes the last area covered in this summary of self concept
resultsthere appear to be several pertinent generalizations. First,
the students tend to rate themselves more highly on less precise
items than on parallel items which relate to specific course ex-
periences or outcomes. For example, the tendency is for a student
to rate himself more highly on how much he knows in an area, for
example social science, than how good he is in the same area. Part
of this phenomenon is probably due to traditional college grading
practices in which "goodness" is related to where one falls on
some normalized distribution on test results and grades, while
"knowing" is a less measurable and comparative attribute based
as much upon where one has moved from as upon general stan-
dards for the field. Second, the students rated themselves most
highly on those attributes which were not at all course-specific
such as intelligence, school ability, and the ability to figure things
out. Finally, there was a definite rank-order to the self concepts ac-
cording to different academic areas. This order held true for both
the academic performance related list and for the parallel, but less
specific, "knowing" list in the area of English and lowest in the
area of natural science; comparably the students rated themselves
highest on their ability to express ideas and vocabulary and lowest
on their knowledge of biological and physical science. Much of
this ordering is explained by self-attitudes the students brought
with them to college from their high school experiences, but other
parts of this finding may well be related to the following: 1) across
colleges in general, math and science are considered "hard" sub-
jects and English and social science are considered "soft" sub-
jects, and 2) the rank ordering follows the relative appearance of
preciseness in the measurement of learning in the subject areas.
This latter explanation, of course, appears more creditable on the
surface than it deserves; while the final outcome of an educational
experience may appear more precisely measured at the end of the
science course than the English course, this begs the question of
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what a student learned in the course or to his ability to apply or
generalize to other areas what he has learned in the course.

Table Ill shows the collapsed student self ratings in
academically-related areas or traits. General characteristics are
listed first, followed by the non-performance but course-related
list, and then the course performance-related list, The student rat-
ings have been collapsed so that the below average category
represents both the very below average and the below average
responses, and the above average category includes both the very
above average and above average responses.

There are some noticeable differences in the self ratings
across all of the areas attributable to the sex of the respondent.
Men students tended to rate themselves higher on school ability,
most course-related areas (with the exception of English in which
the women students rate themselves more highly), and traits
associated with academic skill and performance such as figuring
things out and generating ideas. The men also rate themselves
more highly than the women on "chances for success in the
future." The women students tended to rate themselves higher
than the men on such areas as time spent in studying, depen-
dability, social-anxiety traits, and traits related to the general pre-
sentation of self to others.

Comparative Results. The patterns of responses for the self
concept areas described in the previous section generally hold
true for all three groups of students. However, across the different
groups there are some noticeable as well as significant differences
on some items. Academically, the TCCP group is significantly
higher in self ratings of social science, philosophy, humanities,
and black studies. However, the 1971 Control group shows signifi-
cantly higher ratings on figuring things out, ability to carry out
ideas, and chances for success in the future. The TCCP group is
significantly lower in the self rating of social-anxiety traits such as
following the rules, need for understanding, doing things for
others, liking to be with others, and accepting others at face value.
The TCCP group also had significantly lower self ratings in want-
ing to lead and liking to be seen and to speak in public.

From a program standpoint, these resulting differences are
somewhat positive and appear to relate to desired program effects.
First, the TCCP students felt more competent in areas where the
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Table III

STUDENT ACADEMIC-RELATED
SELF CONCEPT RATINGS IN PERCENTAGES

Intelligence

Your ability to figure things out

School ability

Your ability to generate new ideas

School Achievement

How well you express ideas

Vocabulary

How well you think in quantitative and
analytical terms

How much you know of "Black
studies"Black history, literature,
art,. .. etc.

How much you know about social in-
stitutions; their nature and change

How philosophic are you

How much you know about yours and
others cultures ...

How much you know about biological
science
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Below Above
Average Average Average

3 39 58

2 44 54

3 47 50

4 50 46

5 57 38

5 52 43

9 60 31

8 61 31

20 51 29

11 61 28

14 58 28

17 59 24

22 60 18



Table Ill (Continued)

How much you know about physical

Below Above
Average Average Average

science 30 55 15

How good are you in English 7 54 39

How good are you in social science 8 58 34

How good are you in humanities 12 58 30

How good are you in math 22 52 26

How good are you in natural science 15 62 23

How good are you in philosophy 19 58 23

program had introduced relatively unique courses of study and
participation (e.g., humanities, philosophy, and black studies).
Whereas most students had been exposed to some language,
math, social science, and natural science, and had survived, the
regular students did not necessarily have as much exposure in the
areas where the differences appeared. The other positive in-
terpretation is an indication of greater "inner-directiveness" on the
part of the program students in the sense of a less high need for
social support and conforming to social norms. The program was
based on the idea that by more actively involving the student in his
education and promoting a learning model based upon organizing,
presenting and debating ideas, the student would become more
self-reliant and confident about his own decisions. It is also clear
that while the students rated themselves lower on this social-anx-
iety area, they were also much more active in school and com-
munity programs and leadership (see the comparative non-'
academic achievement results). This difference between being in-
volved and needing social support seems an important distinction.
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Attitudes Toward the Questionnaire

Overall Characteristics. While the questionnaire was not
universally perceived as "interesting" by the students (considering
the more than 400 items this is und)rstandable), they did indicate
that in general they completed it carefully, that their responses to
factual items were usually accurate, that most of their views would
be similar the following month, and that they would not have
answered differently if they had not been requested to identify
themselves for follow-up purposes. Specifically, the data show the
following results. Almost three-quarters of the students agreed or
agreed with reservations that the questionnaire covered all of the
important aspects of their college experience. Slightly more than
70 percent of the students felt the questionnaire was interesting,
but this total included 34 percent who agreed but had reservations.
More than 80 percent of the students indicated that they had filled
out the questionnaire carefully, and all but three percent of the stu-
dents indicated general accuracy in relation to factual items. More
than 57 percent of the students agreed fully that their views would
be the same the following month and an additional 35 percent of
the students agreed with reservations. Almost two-thirds of the stu-
dents fully disagreed with the statement that they would have filled
the questionnaire out differently if they had not been asked to iden-
tify themselves, and another 18 percent disagreed with reserva-
tions.

Comparative Results. There are some significant differences
between the three groups in how they responded to the question-
naire, but actual percentage differences are not great. In general,
the TCCP students indicated the greatest care in filling out the
questionnaire, found it generally more interesting than the control
groups, and indicated more certainty that their responses would be
similar the following month. However, the differences are mainly
between the unequivocable response category and the response
"with reservation." The direction of the results when these two
categories are collapsed is not changed.
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SENIOR QUESTIONNAIRE, 1971

YOUR NAME (please

HOME STREET ADDRESS

print) Do not write
in this space

Col

First Middle or Maiden Last

Zip LodeCity

YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY

PARENTS' NAME

State

NUMBER

Code

PARENT'S ADDRESS(if different from above)

Oth

NAME AND ADDRESS
OR YOUR PARENTS

PERSON'S NAME

STREET ADDRESS

OF A PERSON WHO WOULD IE ABLE TO REACH YOU IN THE FUTURE SHOULD YOU
NO LONGER IE AT ABOVE ADDRESSES

an organiza-
doing h

City State Zip Code

PLEASE NOTE:

The information in this report is being collected for the Institute for Services
tion which is run by former teachers from predominantly Black colleges and which

to Education,
is presently

and development programs with predominantly Black colleges and universities. Studies of student background
and opinions are very important in understanding how students are affected by their college experience.
Such studies contribute to the development of programs and instruction in your institution. No individual
student responses will ever be released. Only group responses will be reported, i.e., all students from
a given college, all men vs. all women, etc. 1/1,21. few studies ever follow -up what students are 111211 after

Graduation. Providing us with your name and address will make this possible. Few people, for example, are
able to show that Black college graduates are proceeding the same as White college graduates in the job
market. This is an important question for your future career pattern. We are concerned with how the con-
tribution of your undergraduate college experience can be fairly portrayed. Most of the individuals collec-
ting and analyzing this data went through predominantly Black colleges. They know how difficult it is to
finance your college education. We are asking questions in this area also in order to show clearly the ways
in which you and your family have financed your college education. Thank you in advance for your help in
these tasks.

Elias Blake, Jr.
President, ISE

GENERAL DIRECTIONS:

In most cases you will be asked a question followed by a number of alternative responses. For each of the

questions, CIRCLE THE NUMBER which corresponds to your response. he sure that your circle fully encompasses

only the number corresponding to your response. If possible, use a black lead pencil. If you wish to change

a response, please erase cleanly.

In a few cases, special marking instructions will follow the question. Please follow these instructions

carefully, Answer all questions as accurately as you can.
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Have you over participated in any of the following
progreme7 It Is possible that you have participated
in more than one program. CIRCLE THE HOMIER cnrre-
aponding to EACH PROGRAM in which you have partici-
pated.

01 Thirteen-College Curriculum Program

02 Cooperative Education (CEAP)

03 Horizons Unlimited

04 Talent Search

05 Health Careers Program

06 Student Exchange Program

07 Intensive Sumner Studies Program (15SP)

OS Upward Sound

0, Job Corps

10 Neighborhood Youth Corps

11 Manpower Development Program

12 Other Programs during College

11 Other Pre-college Programs

14 No special program participation

How old will you be on June 1 of this year'

1. IS or younger 5. 22

2. 19 6. 21

3. 20 7. 24

4. 21 I. 25 or older

Are you' 1. Single 2. Married, no children

). Married, one or more children

Which of the following best describes your hone town'

I. farm or Open country

.2. small town (less than 15,000)

3. small city (between 15,000 and 50,000)

4. city (between 50,000 - 250,000)

5, large city (between 250,000 - 1,500,000)

6. very large city (over 1,500,000)

7. suburb in metropolitan area under 250,000

O. suburb in metropolitan area of 250,000 -

1,500,000
9. suburb in metropolitan area over 1,500,000

Which of the following statementa beet deacribea the
racial composition of your high school?

1. all or almost all were Black students

2. about two-third were Slack students

L. about an equal number of Slack and White
students

4. about two-thirds were White students

5. all or almost all were White students

What was the highest grade completed by Your parents'
(CIRCLE A RESPONSE FOR EACH PARENT)

Mother Father

1 1 don't know

2 2 grade school

1 ... some high school

4 4 high school graduate

5 5 some college

college graduate

7 post - graduate. lawyer,

nr doctor, etc

What do you think your family's income was for the
past year (incl.aing tother's and father's earnings):
make the best guess you can if you don't know for sure.

1. 52000 year or less ($40 week or less)

2. 52000 to $2999 a year ($41 to $50 a week)

1. $)000 to $3999 a year ($61 to $80 a week)

4. 54000 to $4N99 year ($81 to $99 week)

5. $5000 to $5099 year ($100 to $119 a week)

6. $6000 to $7499 a year

7. $7500 to $99H9 year

H. 510,000 a year or more

When not in school, do you live with Your!

1. mother and father

2. mother and step-father

S. father and step-mother

4. mother only

5. father only

6. grandparents

7. other

About how many students were in your high school graduating class? 1. fewer than 100 2. 100 to 500

1. more than 500 '4. didn't graduate
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Please classify your father's major occupation
and your mother's major occupation by CIRCLING
THE NUMSERS c p coding to the categories
which seem to fit best (circle reponse for
both mother and father,

Father Mother

,y1 Housewife or unemployed r,our
mat her does not work at tattier
unemployed or not now working)

02 Domestic iervice tsuch as .054,
cook, nurse in a home,
Farm Worker fon one or more
farms or sharecropper,
Workman or Laborer such as a
factors or mine worker. list
ermon. filling statlo attend-
ant, Longshoreman, tanitor, etc.,
Semi - skilled worker (such a
factory machine operator, bus s

or cab driver, meat cutter, etc.)
MI Skated workman of foreman 'such

as baker, carpenter, electrician.
mechanic, plumber, plasterer, or
foreman in factory or mine, etc.,
Oleri-al worker 'suet as bank
teller, bookkeeper. sales clerk,
otttte clerk. mail oarrier, etc.,
Service worker lauch as harher.
wetter, waitress, iratrAresser,

Protective worker 'such as police-
man, detective, sheriff, fireman,
seurlft goIrd, etc.)

10 10 Te ,,a.al worker fifth.1 as drafts-
mar, electronics technician, med
ical technician, surveyor, etc.)

11 . II Farm or ranch owner or manager

12 . . 12 . Oalesman such as real estate, or
insurance, etc.,

11 Proprietor or owner touch as an
owner of a small nrisiness, whole-
saler, retailer, contractor, etc I

Manager fetich as sales manager,
store manager, office manager,
factory supervisor, etc.)
Official touch as manufaotirer,
officer in a company, hanker,
or government official, etc.,

lh lb Professional I ranch as teacher,
engineer, nurse, accountant,
minister, etc.)
Professional 2 (typically re-
quiring a doctorate or other
advanced degree such as a doctor,
lawyer, professor, etc..

18 18 Don't know

below are some questions about your feelings and
opinions. are no right or wrong answers. CIRCLE
THE RESPONSF that

no
to HOW Y(R FEU about

these things. Your answers are only worthw141e )1
they express your real opinions and ideas.

From the list below, CIRCLE THE HUMEER corresponding
to your birthplace (in the column on your left) and
to the place in which you last attended high school
lie the column on Your right).

t DI .. Alahona 27 Hunt a'a

Alaska :8 28 Nebraska

r)
. Arizona 29 24 Nevada

Arkansa. 30 lo New Hampshire

alifornia 11 II New !er se v

Oh i41 oolorodo f2 )2 . Mex.'

07 0' connecti,yt 31 ... bow York

MI 08 Delaware 34 34 ... North Carolina

09 o4 15 15 ... North Dakota

ID 111 Florida lh lb Ohio

1 1 1 1 ... eorelo 3 7 17 . . Oklahoma

I: 12 ... Hawaii 331 IN oregon

l' 11 ... Idaho 39 34 . Pennsylvania

I. I. . Illinois .1 .0 Rhode Island

1. 15 . Indiana .1 .1 South Carolina

lb lh Iowa 42 42 South Dakota

l' 17 ... Kansas .1 WI ... Tenneeeee

IN 18 Kentucky . 41. ... Texas

19 19 Louisiana .5 45 .. Ptah

2') 2o Maine 46 .6 ... Vermont

II 21 Maryland 47 :7 .. Virginia

22 :2 Massachusetts 48 48 . Washington

23 23 Michigan 49 ... West Vitglnlo

2. 24 Minnesota 50 50 ... Wisconsin

25 25 . Minis. ippi 51 51 .. Wyoming

2h :h ... Missouri 52 52 ,. Other

I would do better in school if
teachers did rot go so fast 1 2

I. Strongly Agree
2. Agree netting ahead is a nuitt a matter
3, Not Sure of who yo:111know as what no, know... I 2 5

Disagree
Strongly 10sagree It is more difficult for people

like me to he successful in life
than some other kinds of people.... 1 2 3 4 5

Good luck is more important than
hard work for success I 2 1 4

Sometimes I feel 1, just can't learn 1 2 3
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In what year did you first enter college?

1. 1965 or before 3. 1967

2. 1966 4. 1968 or later

Did you hegln your college career at this
institution'

1. Yea 2. no

When de you expect to graduate (bachelor's degree)?

I. have already graduated

2. at the end of this term

3. at the end of this summer

w. at the end of next fall term

5. next spring or later

What is the highest academic degree that vou expect
to obtain'

1. Bachelor's degree (B.A., B.S.. etc.)

2. Master's degree (M.A.. M.S., M.F.A.. etc.)

3. Specialist's degree (beyond the Master's
level)

4. Ph.D., Ed.D., or equivalent

5. M.D.. D.D.S.. or D.V.M. (medicine)

6. ILA. of J.D. (law)

7. lachelor of Divinity

R. Other

What are Your plane following graduation for at least
the next Year'

1. get a lob in Illumine.

2. start a bueinesa or franchise

3, enter a profession (teaching, ministry, etc.

4. return to graduate or professional school

5, be inducted into the armed services

h. volunteer for Some social service
OrganiratiOn (VISTA, Peace Corp., Urban

League, SCLC, etc.)

7. Other

B. Don't know

What were your housing arrangements during college;
g ive situation for most of year (CIRCLE NUMBERS
CORRESPONDING TO RESPONSE FOR EACH YEAR):

Off Campus Off Campus On Campus
Forma With Parents On Own Apartment

Freshman Year 2 I 4

Sophomore Year 1 2

Junior Year 1 2

Senior Year 2

From the lists on the opposite page,
select your undergraduate malor field, Your undergrad-
uate minor field, Your planned field of graduate study
(if you plan on attending graduate school), and Your
probable vocational field.

PLEASE WRITE THE NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO EACH APPROPRI-

ATE FIELD IN THE SPACES PROVIDED BELOW.

NY UNDERGRADUATE MAJOR

MY UNDERGRADUATE MINOR

MY PROBABLE GRADUATE FIELD

PROBABLE VOCATIONAL FIELD

How certain are you of entering the vocational field
you have lust indicated (CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE CHOICE
which most closely REPRESENTS YOUR SITUATION):

1. Have already entered field or have accepted
job offer in field beginning shortly after
graduation.

2. Am fairly certain I will enter field and am
actively interviewing and applying for em-
ployment in field,

3. Will probably enter field, but first must
complete training or education beyond
bachelor's degree to qualify for field.

4. Will probably enter field, 'Vat first must
complete obligations or other interests
(additional education, military service,
social service, etc.)

5. Will probably enter field, but may enter ome
other field if I get reasonable lob offer

first.

6. May enter field, but considering other fields
as well.

7. Would like to enter field, but don't think
that 1 will qualify or get job offer.

8. Don't really care what field I enter.

9. Very uncertain at present about vocation.

If You are going to graduate school or professional ech ol, or seriouely contemplat0640ing, what is your status

on the following:

I Have been accepted by more than one school 2. Have been accepted by one school 3. Have applied to several
schools, but not accepted

4. Have applied to one school, but not accepted yet. S. Am going to apply later yet at any.
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Educational Fields
105 Counseling and Guidance
110 Education Administration
115 Elementary Education
120 Physical Education and

Recreation
125 Secondary Education
130 Special Education
140 College Teacher

Social Science and
Religious Fields

205 History
210 Home Economics
215 Dietetics
220 Library and Archival Science
225 Police Science
230 Psychology
235 Social Work
240 Sociology
245 Theology and Religion

Social Science
250 Area Studies
255 American Civilization
260 American Studies
265 Afro-American Studies

Scientific Fields
405 Anatomy
410 Anthropology
415 Archaeology
420 Astronomy
425 Biology or Genetics
430 Botany
435 Chemistry
440 Geography
445 Geology or Geophysics 005
450 Mathematics or Statistics 1110

455 Meteorology 115
460 Oceanography 820
465 Physics 825
470 Physiology 830
475 Zoology or Entomology 035

840
Fields 842

845

850
855
860
065
870

740 Journalism
745 Liberal Arts (Transfer)
750 Music
755 Philosophy
760 Photography
765 Radio-TV Communications
770 Speech

Agriculture and Forestry
505 Agriculture
510 Agricultural Business
515 Citrus Fruits Production

Management
520 Forestry
525 Soil Conservation
530 Wildlife Management

Health Fields
Business, Political, and 604 Dentistry
Persuasive Fields 606 Dental Assisting

305 Accounting 608 Dental Hygiene
310 Advertising 610 Dental Technology
315 business Administration (4 yr.) 614 Medicine
320 business and Commerce (2 yrs) 616 Medical Assisting
322 Uniting and Insurance 618 Medical Technology
324 Business Machine Technology 620 Mortuary Science
326 Office Machines and Procedures 625 Nursing (Practical)
330 Data Processing 630 Nursing (Registered)
335 Economics 635 Occupational Therapy

340 Finance 640 Optometry
345 Hotel, Motel, and Restaurant 645 Osteopathy

Management 650 Pharmacy
350 industrial Relations 655 Physical Therapy
355 Law 660 Radiology and X-Ray Technology
360 Military 665 Veterinary Medicine
364 Political Science, Government 670 Chiropractic

or Public Administration
366 Foreign Services
361 International Relations
370 Public Relations
375 Salesmanship and Retailing
300 Secretarial Science
304 Legal
306 Medical

---

905

910
915

920
925
930
935
940
945
950

952
954
956
9511

965
970

Arts and Humanities Fields 975
705 Arts and Sculpture 900
710 Architecture 985
712 Architectural Oesign and 990

Drafting 997
714 Architectural Technology
715 Creative Writing 991
720 Drama and Theater
725 English and English Literature
730 Foreign Language and Literature
735 General Education 999

Engineering Fields
Aeronaatical
Agricultural
Architectural
Automotive
Chemical or Nuclear
Civil
Electrical or Electronic
Engineering (Transfer)
Engineering Technology
Geological
Industrial
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Mining
Petroleum

Trade, Industrial, and
Technical Fields
Air Conditioning Engineering
Technology
Automobile Body Repair
Automobile Mechanics and
Technology
Aviation
Clothing Technology
Construction
Drafting
Dry Cleaning
Electricity and Electronics
Electrical and Electronic
Technology
Industrial Arts
Laboratory Technology
Mechanical
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Metal and Machine
Millworking
Paper Technology
Plumbing
Printing
Upholstering
Undecided on Vocational Yield

Hy Major field of training or
vocational field is not included
in the fields listed above

Housewife

PLEASE CIRCLE A RESPONSE:

Slack college students should attend:

1. predominantly white colleges 2. racially integrated colleges 3. predominantly Black colleges

If you could be in exactly the college you wanted, how many of the students would be Black?

1. none 2. a few 3. about half 4. most 5. just about all

If you could be in exactly the college you wanted, how many of the teachers would be Hack?

1. none 2. few 3. about half 4. most 5. just about all

In what farm of political action have vou been most active (Circle only one reeponee)?

1, voter registration 2. election campaign 3. civil disobedience 4. member of civil rights or other
Black-oriented organisation 5. participated in civil rights or other glack-protest activity

6. other 7. no participation

When you entered ,illege, what did you think the chances were of your graduating from college?

1. very slight chance of graduating 2. about 50-50 chance of graduating 3. very certain 1 would graduate
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What is your grade-point-average for each of the following categories (CIRCLE THE NUHIER CORRESPONDING TO YOUR
RESPONSE FOR EACH CATAGORY; GPA is calculated here on the heels of a four-point scale):

D C- C Cm A- A Am A- A
1.49 1.50 1.80 2.20 2.50 2.80 1.20 1.50 1.80

or to to to to to to to to

less 1.79 2.19 2.49 2 '9 1.19 1 o9 ).79 4.00

. .
5 . h A 9

5 . 9

Major Field CPA 1 2 5

Minor Field CPA 1 2 J

Overall (cumulative)
GPA 1 2 1 5 8 9

The following items deal with activities or accom.

plIshments that might possibly apply to you during
your college years.

Please CIRCLE THE %UMBER corresponding to the ,ems

which are TRUE for you. To not he discouraged by
this list: it covers many rrrrr of interest and few
students will be able to indicate "true" to many
items

11 Elected or appointed to a etldent committee

12 Elected or appointed to a student office

1) Elected or appointed to faculty committee,
administrative committee, or board of the
institution

14 Actively campaigned to elect another student
to a school office

15 Organized a school political group or campaign

16 Participated in a non-school political group
or campaign

17 Elected president or chairman of campus-wide
organ irarion

IS Elected officer of student government or class

19 Received an and or special recognition for
leadership (of any kind)

21 Created art work such as painting, drawing,
sculpture, cartoon, photograph (not as part
of a course)

22 Had art work exhibited or published

21 Won a prize or an sward in art competition

31 Actively participated in programs sponsored
By community or religious group

12 Elected or appointed officer of such group
or organized such group

11 Tutored other students (not as part of paid job)

34 Received an award or prize for work in service
group

41 Wrote original poems, plays, stories, articles,
essays (not as part of a course), but have
not published

42 Had original writings published in school paper
public newspaper, magazine, anthology, etc.

90

41 Won prize for creative writing

..14 Worked on the editorial staff of school paper or
annual or literary publication

Fdttel school paper or annual or literary
publication

SI Mused minor role in cast or crew of plays or
radio or TV shoal, sponsored by school, community,
or religious groups, or entered debate or speech
contest

52 Played a major role in dramatic production or
organized new dramatics group

SI Received an award for acting, playwriting, or
other phase of dramatic production, or debate or
speech contest

61 Composed or arranged music or choreographed a
dance (not as part of a course)

52 Performed music (instrumentalist, singer, dancer)
with school or community group

61 Won prize or award in musical or dance competition

64 Participated as a professional musician or dancer,
or had professional performance given of music
composed or arranged

71 Participated in science club or study group (not
as part of a course)

72 Built a piece of equipment or laboratory apparatus
(not as part of a course)

7) Appointed a teaching or laboratory assistant in
science course

74 Wrote a scientific research proposal or article
for sc tent if Ii journal or publication (not as
part of a course)

75 Won prize in scientific competition

Al Elected or chosen to school academic honorary
society or group

82 Participated in academic honors program

81 Received other special academic recognition

84 . Was selected to 'Who's Who" of Amer. College Students

91 Participated in one or more varsity athletic events

92 Earned a letter in one or more sports

SI Received special recognition for athletic accomp-
lishments (regionally or nationally)
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Most of the indi'iduals collecting this data wont through predominantly Rlack colleges; they know how difficult
Lt is to finance Your education. We are asking questions concerntug the financing of your education because no
one to date has accurately portrayed how young people like iou pay for their rdocatton. The information you
provide will help get better financial programs for students coming after Vol.

Listed below are the tvptcal forms of iollege support. What vercrotage of support did vt, receive from each at
(hese catagoties during each of your Years in college (if viii have been to college more than boor years, indicate
the support percentages for the fuer tour years[.

WRITE THE APPROXIMATE PERCENTACE OF hl !PORT Tot RICE !WED IN EACH CAYEcORY FOR F.Aill clIRECE SEAR IN THE APPROPRI-
ATE BOX, YOUR RESPONSES IN EACH COLUMN (School Year, SHOULD ADD TO ONE HUNDRED PERCENT HOT',

SOURCE OF SUPPORT
FRESHMAN
YtAR

:(0PHOMPRE

YEAR
JUNIOR
YEAR

SENIOR
YEAR

Parents, Relatives, or rdiaos

Oiholarshtps, gift aid, or grants
from the college or other agency;

Economic Opportunity trraro 8 401

Loans (NUS,., Banks, other;

Work during the summer

work during the set: out year

Other

- LOOT - too. . 1007 o 100"

How much did you earn during the summers between school Years (CIRCLE 1HF 5,1BER THAT CORRESPONDS TO THE APPROX-
IMATE. AMOUNT YO(' EARNED FUR EACH TIME PERIODO

SO 5100 5200 $100 5400 5500 $705 $1000 41500

ro to to to to to to to or

$99 $199 5292 5399 5 .99 $149 $999 $1499 More

Summer before freshman Year 1

Between Freshman-Sophomore Year 1 .

Between Sophomore-Junior Year I .

Between Junior-Senior Year t .

How much did you earn while working
during each school year (CIRCLE THE
NUMBER THAT CORRESPONDS TO THE
APPROXIMATE AMOUNT YOU EARNED FOR
EACH TIME PERIOD):

During your Freshman Year

During your Sophomore Year

During your Junior Year

During your Senior Year

What is approximately the TOTAL AMOUNT you will have borrowed (as of June 1 of this year) to finance your college
education (WRITE TOTAL AMOUNT for all FOUR YEARS for each of the given sources below in the corresponding blank):

From the College MST or
other loans from the
financial aid office) S From Ranks $ Other S



How many hours, on the average, did you work pur week during each school year (CIRCLE THE NUMBER CORRESPONDING
TO THE CLOSEST REmmER OF AVERAGE HOCKS PEA 0710 FOR EACH TIME PFYI/opt

WhE 5 HI ritS 10 44102RS IS HOURS 20 HOCRS 25 HOURS 10 HOURS 35 HOCKS +0 Hours

Freshman Year 1 . , 4 6 H

Sophomore Year 1 4

Junior Year 4 h > 8

Senior Year 1 . ..... 2 . .. I 4 h
. . 8

The first year of -liege Is big hirile, it to a
total new experience xe are interested in what yol
think of your freshman, year Your answers will help
plan better program..

Below is a list of Statements examining the rttect of
your freshman year on your later .oi lege career.
Please indicate tl,e degree to whtcl, each statement
applies to your freshman year. (CIRCII THE Nidib,g
CORRESPONDING TO YOUR RESPCNSE FOR hAhil lItM,

MY AFSHMAN YEAR'

I. uenerallv True
2. More True than False
1. More False than True

5 4 uenerally False

Taught me college was rigid and
impersonal, get it or else . 1 2 3 +

Taught no college was hard 1 2 1 4

Gave me an exciting new view of what
teaching and learning should he like.. 2

Led to a conflict in my upper -level
courses, because Freshman and upper-
level courses were different in
approach. . .

1

2 3

Chief concern Wai to survive an
uninteresting year to get on to
more Interesting things. 2 f +

Almost robhed me of what confidence
I had in my academic ability. 1 2

Built up a strong sense that I could

do college work. .. . .... 2 3 4

Contributed to mt, feeling that I Lou1 1

figure things out for myself 1 2 3 4

Shoved me that I could do more math
than I had previously thought possible 1 2 1 4

Showed me hat I ,:ould to more science
than I had previously thought possible I 2 3 4

Uave me the basic study skills needed
for ,pper-level work. 1 2 3

Provided adequate preparaion for
work in my 'valor area. ....... 1 2 1

Prnvidsd exposure to varlet,' of

fields, so that I on21 pi . -k

valor 1 2 I

Convinced me of the value of encourag-
ing students to pose own questions and
develop own viewpotnt. 1 2 3 4

Courses fell short of achieving
the ohlectices of encouraging
students to Fuse own questions
and develop own viewpoints ... 2 1 -6

It I had my way, the rest of college
would be more like my Freshman year... t 2 1

What role do you believe undergraduates should play in
decisions on the following (CIRCLE THE NUMBERS CORRE-
',MINDING TO ?OCR RESPONSES):

1. Control

)
Little or no role

2. Voting power on committees
3. Fermat consultation

Informal consultation

Faculty appointment and promotion 1 2 3 5

Undergraduate admissions policy.. 1 2 3 4 5

Provision for, and content of,
undergraduate courses... 1 2 3 5

Student discipline 1 2 3 4 5

Bachelor's degree requirement. 1 2 3 4 5

What role do undertraduate actually have in decisions on
the following at your college (same response key as above)

Faculty appointment and promotion.. 1 2 3 4 5

Undergraduate admissions policy.... 1 2 3 4 5

Provision (or, and content of,
undergraduate courses. ...... 1 2 3 + 5

Student discipline. .. 1 2 3 4 5

Bachelor's degree requirement. 1 2 3 4 5

Were VOu elected an officer of your class or your student
government during (CIRCLE THE NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO

YOUR ANSWER):
1 -NO 2 -YES

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
CLASS OFFICER OFFICER

Freshman Year 2

Sophomore Year 2 2

Junior Year 2

Senior Year 2 2
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HAS your college experience changed from Year t, year' W. there a year of greatest Impa,tt Was there a
year that particularly affected your attitude toward edocat ion ' The tarps f this se, t ion is to get your
views on this sub;ert, so that if changes are necessary they ,an Se made. Na Individual responses will ever
be released.

Below is a list of .onditi --'s sometimes present in ,ol.iege .iliSr, In any Instamen, these ,onditi'ns
may vary between different periods of your nollege AXpAr e. would like 1,z.1 ILIAC A mpAry,,, between
the extent to which these conditions were present during v. of entering :ear liege 'Erelhman sear', erne
second Year in oollege (Sophosure year/, and v 'Sr loft 1w ',A.A.'. in 'olliry 1funi r aid years:.

For each of these nondltions listed below. please ate the degree t, whinh as felt it was preseot during
your Freshman_ymar tin the first four .lumps), the legree whiih it was prevent Inr.,, a iphomore Year
fin the_second set :Af four columns', and the degree to whirl it was :resent during y,,Ir Tunior-setaioryears
(in the third set of four olumns/.

PLEASE CIRCLE A HESISANSE FOR EACH ITEM IN ALL THREE TIME. PERIODS. Pah IF THE IlEsihdb4E. l''' ALL :WE PERIODS
IS THE TAME. REFLECT -IN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN YEARS Ic ',IVE AN AfAILRAIE APPRAISAL.

DID FIND:

Students were passive

Students did the required reading

Students ,inspleted homework assignments on time

Students spoke up in -lass

Students were interested in the neurse .ontenr

Classroom discuesion developed fats or interpreta-
tion that surprised me

Students were en,ouraged to solve problem, in their
awn was rather than loom to teachers or texthog,
for answers

Students did outside reading

Teachers graded fairly

O.laaarooms featured a variety of interpretations and
issue presented by students rather than Interpreta-
tion only presented by teachers

Grades were based upon traditional recall. of cOurse

Faculty members experimented with new methods of
reaching

Classroom discussion aimed at answering as teacher's

question rather than introducing a new idea or
defending a point of view

Faculty members kept courses and materials current
with their field

Students were expected to participate freely in
class discussion

Students had little or no say in the rhuice of 'urge

ascertain

students were encouraged to develop their own view-
points and analyses based on their own ideas and read-
ing rather rhan follow viewpoints and analyses devel-
oped by teachers and textbooks

Faculty members got upset if students spoke up in

else* without being called on first

Teachers penalised students for not attending class..

1. cnerally True
Maere rale than Fall,,

3 Mae False than True
f,enerallY 3.1,e

DURING MY
FRESHMAN YBAR

1 2 3

1 2 A

1 1 3 4

3

1 2 3

1 : 3

1 1 3

I 1

1 2 3 4

1 1

1 2

4

1 2 1

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 1 4

1 2 1

1 2 1 a.

1 2 1 4
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.106'

D,KINC
SOPHOMORE YEAR

; 2

1 2 1

I 2 1

I 1 4

I 2 3

1 I 3

: 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 1

1 1 1

:

2 3

I : In
1 2 1 .

1 2 3 4

1 1 1 4

1 2 1 4

1 2 1 .4

.14ING MY thing

ANTA SENloil YEARS

1 2 I 4

1 3

1 2 1 4

4

t 2 1

1 2 3

1 2 I .

1 2 I .

I 2 1 .

1 2 1

1 2 I 4

1 2 1 4

1 1 1 u



The primary form of classroom instruction was the
lecture

Students had little or no influence on course
assignments

Teachers used such items as paperbacks, magazines,
and specially developed materials rather than (or
in addition to) textbooks

Teachers resented students for challenging a favored
point of view

Teachers clearly explained goals and purposes of
the courses

Teachers encouraged students to crititize course
materials and teaching methods

Courses were an intellectual challenge

Teachers used such things as sound films, film loops,
tapes, records, slides, overhead projector, or film
strips in addition to readings

Most student discussion in class was no more than a
rap session

Courses emphasized students doing things rather than
just listening to the teacher

Teachers went out of their way to help students learn

Class discussion, were often vigorous and intense....

Teachers frequently confused their students

Teachers made courses relevant to contemporary la.es
such as those that affect Black people and poor
people in America

Teachers made courses relevant to the Black experi-
ence

Courses contributed mignifically to how I think about
things today

In English or related courses, students performed dra
attics (excerpts from plays, dramatization of fiction
improvisational theater, poetry reading) in addition
to writing book reports

In Social Science or related courses, students con-
ducted own research projects (using questionnaires or
interviews) on campus or in cosimunity in addition to

writing library papers

In Mathematics, students used physical equipment (goo
boards, Instant Insanity and other games, colored
cubes and chips, computers) In addition to paper and

pencil (and slide rules and ruler.)

In Physical Science or related courses, students had
laboratory epees and equipment to conduct experiments
illustrating material in the course

In Biological Science or related courses, students
hail laboratory space and equipment to conduct experi-
ments illustrating material in the course

1. Generally True
2. More True than False
3. More False than True
4. Generally False

DURING NY DURING MY
FRESHMAN YEAR SOPHOMORE YEAR

DURING MY JUNIOR
AND SENIOR YEARS

1 2 3 4 1 I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 I 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

2 3 4 1 1 2 3 4 I 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
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O

1 G e Fly True
2 M T th False
3. More False than True
4. Generally False

DURING MY DURING MY
FRESHMAN YEAR SOPHOMORE YEAR

DURING MY JUNIOR
AND SENIOR YEARS

Examinations were closely related in form and content
to course materials and classroom activities 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Teachers are strongly interested in the problems of
undergraduates 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 2 3 4

Courses reward conformity and discourage creativity 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4

Books, articles, by and about Black people given a
prominent place in your English or related courses 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Books articles, by and about Black people given a
prominent place in your Social Science or related
courses 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Looked at art or listened to music by and about Black
people in English, humanities or art and music appre
ciation courses 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Some courses included Jazz, blues, gospel music right
along with classical music. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

The emphasis on exams was in knowing the right answer
rather than on being able to defend a point of view.. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Teachers related course materials and discussion to
areas of student interest 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

There was only one way to learn in a course -- the
teacher's way 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4

Students learned a lot in their courses 1 2. 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4

Students enjoyed their courses 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 '3 4

Students felt the quality of instruction was very goo 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Students frequently continued discussion with their
teachers outside of regular class periods 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Teachers were available to students outside of class. 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Classroom discussions would continue among students
after class 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Classroom discussions and materials were often relate
to problems in the community 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Courses were relevant to the students' futures 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Teachers attempted to take into consideration differ-
ences in student backgrounds 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

-- -- --------- ------- ___

PLEASE CIRCLE A RESPONSE UNDER EACH LISTING.

To what degree has college helped you toward achieving important personal goals?

1. A great deal 2. Somewhat 3. Very little

If you had the choice to make again, would you attend this college for your undergraduate studies?

1. Yes, definitely 2. Probably yes 3. Probably no 4. No, definitely

To what degree have you enjoyed attending this college?

1. A Great deal 2. Somewhat 3. Very little
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Compared with other seniors at your tulles!, how do
you rate yourself on the below characteristics
(circle the number corresponding to the appropriate
response):

1 Much Below Average
lenw Average
Average
Above Average
Mmcb Above Average

2.

(13

3.

4

(12) (L.0 (53-- 5.

School achievement

School ability

Intelligence

Vocabulary

Mental Health

Nervousness

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Wanting to do what is socially correct
and following the rules 1 2 3 4 5

Wanting to be treated with
understanding 1 2 3 4 5

Wanting to be looked up to and
admired 1 2 3 4 5

Wanting to have the freedom to do what
you want 1 2 3 4 5

Wanting to do things for others 1 2 3 4 5

Wanting to lead and be in charge of
others 1 2 3 4 5

Your willingness to volunteer an
answer in class or on a test 1 2 3 4 5

Liking to be with others 1 2 3 4 5

Liking to speak in public and to be
seen by others 1 2 3 4 5

Cheerfulness 1 2 3 4 5

Icing even-tempered, easy -going 1 2 3 4 5

Accepting of people at face value 1 2 3 4 5

being "tough-minded" 1 2 3 4 5

Interested more in abstract ideas
than in practical ones 1 2 3 4 5

Willing to act without plan, on
impulse 1 2 3 4 5

Activity, always on the go 1 2 3 4 5

Dependability, completing tasks on
time

How well you express ideas

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

How well you think in quantitative
and analytical terms 1 2 3 4 5

How such you know about social insti-
tutions; their nature and change 1 2 3 4 5

How much you know about biological

science 1 2 3 4 5

1 M ch below Average
2 II lo A r g
3Arg
4. Above Average

(::570.4 5 Much Above Average

How such you know about physical

science 1 2 3 4 5

How good you are in English 1 2 3 4 5

How good you are in math 1 2 3 4 5

How good you are in social science 1 2 3 4 5

How good you are in natural science. 1 2 3 4 5

How philosophic you are 1 2 3 4 5

How much you know about yours and
other cultures, the origins, arts,
and development 1 2 3 4 5

How good you are in philosophy 1 2 3 4 5

How good you are in humanities 1 2 3 4 5

How much you know of "Slack studies"
-- Black history, literature, art,
philosophy, social movements, etc 1 2 3 4 5

How sure you are of your "identity" 1 2 3 4 5

Amount of time spent studying 1 2 3 4 5

Your ability to figure things out 1 2 3 4 5

Your ability to generate new ideas 1 2 3 4 5

Your ability to carry out ideas on
your own 1 2 3 4 5

Your chances of success in the future 1 2 3 4 5
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Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with
each of the following statements.

t
1. Strongly Agree
2. Agree With Reservations
3. Disagree With Reservations

Strongly Disagree

Most undergraduates are mature enough
to be given more responsibility for
their own education 1 2 3 4

My college has taken steps to increase
student participation in its decisions 1 2 3 4

Some genuinely interested students drop
out because they do not want to "play
the game" or "beat the system" 1 2 3 4

Realistically, an individual person can
do little to bring about changes in our
society 1 2 3 4

College officials have the right to
regulate student behavior off campus... 1 2 3 4

The chief benefit of college education
is that it increases one's earning power 1 2 3 4

1 1 i



1. Strongly Agree

Lf-)

2 Agree With Reservations
3 Disagree With Reservations

(4)4-4 Strongly Disagree

Faculty promotions should be based in
part un student evaluations 1 2 3

My beliefs and attitudes are similar to
those of most other students 1 2 1 4

Student publications should be cleared
by college officials 1 2 I 4

College officials have the right to ban
persons with extreme views from speaking
on campus 1 2 3 4

Only volunteers should serve in the
armed forces 1 2 1 4

Most college officials have been too lax
in suppressing student protests on campus 1 2 3 4

Undergraduate education in America would
be improved if

a) all courses were elective I 2 3 4

11) grades were abolished 1 2 3 4

c) course work were more relevant to
contemporary life and problems 1 2 3 4

d) more attention were paid to the
personal concerns of students 1 2 1

e) students could obtain credit for a
year in community service at home
or abroad 1 2 3 2

f) Colleges were governed completely
by students and faculty 1 2 3 4

g) colleges were more involved with
the community around them 1 2 3 4

Students should play a role at least
equal to that of the teacher In deter-
mining the content of the course 1 2 3 4

Teachers should periodically reexamine
the content and methods. of their courses 1 2 3 4

Students requiring remedial work should
obtain It in the context of regular
classes rather than be set apart In
special classes

Colleges should raise their admission
standards

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Where de facto segregation exists, Slack
people should be assured control over
their own schools 1 2 3

Marijuana should be legalized 1 2 3 4

In the USA today there can be no justi-
fication for using violence to achieve
political goals 1 2 3 4

The main cause of Black rebellion in the
cities is white racism 1 2 3 4

In general, the quality of education
available at my college is about the
same as that of any other college in
this area 1 2 3 4

O

1 Strongly Agree

2 Agree With Reservations

4.

3. Disagree With Reservations

0 Strongly Disagree

The tea. hers at my college are as good
as the teachers at comparable white
colleges in this area I 2 3 4

The curricula available at my college
are as good as the curricula of white
colleges of comparable site in this

area 1 2 3 4

In general, the education available at
mv college fits my particular needs
better than that which is available at
white colleges in this area 1 2 3 4

Since Black students will have to live
in a society which is predominantly white,
Black colleges should prepare their
students to live according to the values
of that society 1 2 3 4

Rather than beginning with European
civilizations the social sciences and
humanities should he organized around
the experiences of African peoples 1 2 3 4

White teachers should Oct he hired to
teach social studies and humanities at
Black colleges 1 2 3 4

The primary function of Black colleges
should he to prepare students for lobs
In society so that they can work for
change from within the American system. 1 2 3 4

If given a free choice I would choose

to fight In a war to support the U.S. . 1 2 3 4

Black colleges should teach students
to support rather than subvert exist-
ing political structures 1 2 3 4

The administration at my college seems
to be sore interested In supporting cent-
munity groups working for Slack advance-
ment than in having the approval of
white people 1 2- 3 4

During your college experience, did you:

Talk with a counselor about personal
problems

Seek help from a counselor on finan-

cial aid problems

1 2 3

1 2 3

Have vocational counseling I 2 3

Meet in small groups with a counselor
for discussion of personal concerns

and interests 1 2 3

Find a counselor helpful I 2 3

Seek academic assistance through a

counselor 1 2 3

Feel counselors were concerned with
your problems 1 2 3
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Below is a list of statements about this questionnaire. Please indicate the degree to which each statement
applies to you (CIRCLE THE NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO YOUR RESPONSE FOR EACH ITEM),

T
2 M In th F Is

Old)F"
3 M F Is th Tr

This questionnaire was interesting. l I

This questionnaire cred all important aspects
of .y college experienovece 1 2 I

I filled out this questionnaire carefully 1 2 I

My responses to factual questions were
reasonably accurate 1 2 I

If I were to take this queationnai re a month
from today, I expect my Vie,ws on most natters
would still be the sane 1 2 I

I would have filled out this questionnaire
differently, if I had not had to identify myself 1 2 I

CONSENTS

(Please feel free to make any comments about this questionnaire, your college experience, or your feelings
or attitudes in the remaining space)
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